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THE COURT: I'm not sure that I follow you.
2 Do you have items --

3 MR. LEVIN: I have an exhibit I want to

4 mark. I want to know if you want me to go in order

5 of j u st; one complete order, or do you want me t-o'mark

6 it Defense A?
"A" would be fine.7 THE COURT:

MR. LEVIN:
THE COURrT:

, .

already?
MR. LEVIN:
THE COURT:

BY MR. LEVIN:

"A" would be fine.

All right . Thank you ..,8

9 You don't have any items marked

No.

Q I'm marking an 8-1/2-by-ll sheet
15 of paper Defense Exhibit A. lid li~e to show you
16 this.
17 BOYou recognize that at all?
18
19
20

Yes, I do, sir.A . .

Q What is.that?
It's what's called an APR. Stands forA

22
21 all-points radio broadcast.

Q And what is an all-points radio
23 broadcast?

25 crime, vehicle theft pr ~Qmething, where Y9U have
26 some type of information that you want to let other

24

27
28

A It's usually wh~n there's a significant

officers know. Then you contact dispatch and have
them put an APR out.

JEANNICE ANNE MIDDAUGH, RDR, eRR
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1

Q

MR. BOZICH:
THE COURT:

Objection.
Sustained.

Calls for hearsay.

2

3

4

5 Q

A

Q Did you put an APR out in this case?

6

7

8

9 A

A Yes, I did, sir.

10

11 your APR?
12

Q Did you indicate suspects iri your APR?
A I could look at it and tell you.

Please.
Okay.
Okay, sir.

Q Did you?
Yes, I did, sir.

Q What were the suspects you put out in

Objection.MR. BOZICH:
13 Irrelevant.
14

Hearsay.

THE COURT: Sustained.
15 BY MR. LEVIN:

Were you looking for any particular
17 type of suspects prior to your investigation?
16 Q

I wasn't, sir. No, sir.
Q Well, did you have information that the

18 A

20 race of certain suspects was involved?

(

19

21 A

22

23

24

25

I believe I did, yes, sir.
And would that. include a white male?

MR. LEVIN: Just to go to his state of mind

27 scene.
28 THE COURT: All right. Again, ladies and

1780
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2

·A

4 deputy's state of mind at the time. And to that'

6 BY MR. LEVIN:
7

A

Q

-l gent 1emen,· thi s test imony that you're now·,go-ing-to

13

hear is not offered to prove the truth of the matter
, ,

3 asserted in the statement but merely showin~ 'this

S limited extent the objection is overruled.

Q Deputy, isn't it ,true that, while you
8 were there, you had information that a white male was

10

9 a suspect in this case?
Yes, :t did, sir.

11

12 the vicinity of this crime scene?
<'

Did you look at all for a white male in

A

14 didn't.
_ _' '.L,-

1 t:;

I dori't recall, no -- well, nO.1 sir, I

16

'17

18

the landing to the left where you s~w Miss Croudy
coming out

A

they were white, were they not?
To the best of my knowledge, I --no,

20

19 they weren't, sir.
What race were they?

21
22

Q

A

Q

23 people?
24

2S

26

A

Q

They were Hispanic, sir.
Did you ever seek to identify- those

Yes, I did, sir.
And when you designate a white as a

suspe~t, is that would that include a Hispanic, or
27 would you designate a Hispanic as a Hispanic?
28 Hispanic as a Hispanic, sir.

1781
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2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9

10

11

12
13
14
1 t:;

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28

Q .. Ln any case t. yo~ put it in the
envelope. What would you do with the envelope after
you would put the swab in it?

A I was carrying around a small bag, and
I would drop the coin envelope with the swab in it
inside that bag. And I'd continue doing the same

process for the rest of the possible bloodstains.
Q Wellr after you would go do a possibl~

bloodstain, you'd do the control swab?
A I'd do the control swabr and then I

would do the swab with the possible stain.
Q And how would you collect the swab --

how would you collect, rather, the possible blood
with the swab?

Same procedure would be used: DippingA

the swab into the jar of water, shaking the excess
water off the swab, and it's twirling or rubbing the
swab on the stain itself to pick up as much of the
stain as possible and then placing that stain swab in
the coin envelope, folding the flap over and putting
it in a small bag and going to the next item.

Q Again, at that point in time are you
sealing the swab with the possible blood?

A No.
Q Are you taking -- where are you getting

the Q-Tips or the swabs, as you call them?
A We store those in a glass jar.
Q And how many times would you use a

JEANNICE ANNE MIDDAUGH, RDR, eRR



3

A

Once.
Objection.

1 Q-Tip?
2 A

MR. LEVIN:

9 A

4

Vague.

5 BY MR. BOZICH:
THE COURT: Rephrase.

6 Q When you would go and try and do the
7 control swab, would you use a new Q-Tip for that
8 function?

10 Q

Yes.
All right. After you would collect

2931

11 whatever_sam~le you wanted,you'd take that Q-Tip ~nd
12 put it in an envelope?
13

14
A

Q

Coin envelope, yes.
Would you then go get a new Q-Tip or a

16

15 used Q-Tip to collect the blood?
New Q-Tip.

17

A

Q

19

18 into the water each time?
Are you taking and dipping new Q-Tips

20

A

Q

Yes, I am.
As you went through and collected the

21 control swabs and the swabs with the possible blood,
22 did you always put them in this bag?
23

24

Yes.

Q Did you take any precautions to make
25 sure that they didn't come out of the envelopes or
26 get mixed up?
27 A I wrote- on the outside of the envelope•...

28 whether it was a control swab or a swab of possible---..... ~ ~ ~ .,. -----...,."

JEANNICE ANNE MIDDAUGH, RDR, CRR



3

Q

2 that, which includes the swab.
As you would collect a swab -- whether

1 blood and also the evidence marker designation for

Q

4 it was the control swab or a swab for po~sible
5 blood -~ the envelope that you put it intor would you

6 write something on it?
7 A Yes.

And would you write basically

10

9 designating what it was?
What it was.

11

8 Q

Would you write anything about the

13
12 location you got it?

I believe I would write on there the

A

Q

A

14 approximate location of where it came from and also

16
15 the time that it was collected.

And would you write the letter

18

17 designation that was given to each of these items?

19

A Yes.

Q Would you put the swab that had the-
20 possible blood ~nd the swab that had the control--------------------------------- ---- ~
21 sample in the same envelope or different envelopes?
22

24
23 envelope.

.•.
A No. They're each in a separate

Q Andr in general, what kind of envelopes

26

25 are you talking about?
They're small manila coin envelopes.

27

A

28 the possible bloody tissue samples that you have been
Q How long did it take you to collect all

2932
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;10

-:11
.: 12

.~------------~------ ---
. A Yes. Tha t "s correct.. . ---'- -'-------------------------- ~

The evidence t:ags show them as be~ \

- 'i
I
",
'\
\
i
\

-~#.-

Q

.. 3'"

A

Q

envelope;

Yes.
.F"'''''''

okay. You've got another smaller coin----=:...-----------=------"-":"",-.-~ ~-
correct?

A T~at is correct.
Q

1\
\All right. Can you hold it up so I can

rea d it·, p lea se '.

It's designated in'r~"d jnk IIV;ctim.
,~

. Va 1e r ieAr no 1d" ? I '.!ll.--in 13t.--.U~g to ide n t i fy th inqs

for the r~cord. Is that what it sa¥s?-3 A

4 Valerie Arnold's name.
Its ay s "Vi c t i m" 0nit I ,a'nd ita 1soh a s

]6,,
!

1'7

18

l!9
~o

,1
"i21.

21
23

5 Q

please _--
A

Q

envelope

All right. Can you set t;"hataside,
, J

(Complied. )
,. i

l

I
J:
t
!
i
f,
I

I
l

Okay. Now, a smaller brown
okay - - I just' want to read; this into

the record ~~al quick; okay? Smaller brown envelop~

·i
,that has an item number, T-ll; ~s that correct?

27

24\ Anot.her small brown envelope designated
I'
I25\ item number T-8; is that correct.?

28

A That is correct.
Q Okay. Set that aside, please.

A That. is correct..

Q Set that aside, please.
Can I see -- you/r~ holding\ t.hree mare

~.

29,64
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1
.-:r

3
4:

5

6

7
8

9

10
11 e-

12

13.
14

15
16

17
18

19
20
21
i2

23
24:

2S

26

27
2'8

-- ..•.. -.- .•.. '-~

.One

coin envelopes; correct? ..

A That is correct.

"....

2965

Q Could you turn them so that I can read
them, please. One has the name Orlando Watley.
has Jeremy Burris. And one has Robert Hdgue?

A That is correc

Q Could you take all of the items you
took out of that larger brown envelope and put them
..

back in t~at envelope 'exc~pt the two white ones.
A (Complied.)

'The larger brown envelope you're now
that has "DNA Samples" on it have

before?
A Yes, I have.
Q Have you written on it anywhere?
A No, I have not.
Q Could you set t~at aside for a moment,

and we'll get back to the two envelopes.

Start with ihe one with the sheriff's
designat~~? B, please. Could you turn it over for ~.
moment an the other side.

A (Complied.)

Q could you turn the -- I forgot to do
something. Le t me do, it 'before I forget.

The larger brown enve16pe that all ·the
smaller ones came out of has a cousr t; designa t ion

sticker on it designating it aS~Exhibi~. ~&£?
\

A That is correct.

·t)p



1
'1!
- _<2

3

Q-

Q - That I son 'vt.h e larger envelope that aLl,

the smaller ones have been placid into?

4 Q

Yes, it is.
Letts go back to the larger white

6 sheriff's department as B?

That one has been -designated by the5 envelope then.

Yes, it has.

9 envelopes from the possible bloodstains and control
And, agairi, is this an6ther one of the

7 A

11

10 samples you collected that morning?
Yes, it is.

12

8 Q

Is it filled out _in the same manner
13 _not only the evidence tag but the envelope -- as

-14 you've described you fiiled out p!evious ones?

A

Q

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

A

Q

A

Q

Yes, ~t ~s.
-- -Is it presently sealed?

.J
It appears to be sealed.
All right. And ~oes it appear~here's

a swab
~

still -inside or the swabs are still inside?-DD
A There appears to be an o~ject with the

A

--------~--------------------~=---------~consistency of a swab inside.
All right. Could you take that and put

24

23 Lt . back inside the larger brown envelope, please.
And

Q

Take the other white envelope.
~

25 do esit -have the de s i gn at ion by t he she riff's

27

26 department of the letter M?
~

Yes, it does. •,

Again, is that tag and envelope filled
\

28

2966
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1 out by you in the same menner you've already,,,
.·2 dessribed you filled out the other envelopes?
3

4

5 right now?

7

A Ye s lit is.-
Does it appear there's a ~wab inside itQ

e

A There appears to be.
And does this -e n veLc p e appear that it' sQ

9

8 been opened since you last sealed it?
Yes, .it does.

10

11

12

·A

Q Is it presently sealed?
Appears to be presently sealed.

Q Ok ay . .An d , ag a in, this 0n e des i9'n at.ed---13 M and the other one we just looked at th~t. was.".,..-.
14 designated B by the sheriff1s department were the---=~----~
16

17

18

19

20 :

211

2

2

2

2·

s you co
reference?

A

e scene WJ. e same

A Yes.
Q Wo~ld you go' ahead and put that.

.,/envelope, please, back into the brown one.
A

Q

A

Q

'and put it
A

Q

A

Q

(Complied. )
Have you done that?
I have done so.
Would you take the brown one, please,

back into the plastic bag it came out of.
A

(Complied. )

Hav~ you done that?
I've done so.

4.
That one has some blue markings

\

JEANNICE ANNE MIDDAUGH, RDR, eRR ~r)L?
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,.
A Yes, it does.

Q Go ahead and take that and put it back
3 into the outer cle~r plastic bag.
4 A I've done so.

Q Could you put that back in the cooler,
"

please.

A (Complied. )

Q If m going to show you whatfs been

5

6

7

8

9 marked People's No. 6S for id~ntificat£on. Do you
recognize that? Let me get rid of this other one

11 first.
Yes, I do.12

13
14

A

Q What is shown in those photographs?
A Shown is the south entrance to the

16

lS ap~rtment ~omple~.

Q

-17 Fred Wa~ing entrance?
18 A That is the Fred Waring entrance.

Is that at the is that at the

20
19 Q Did you take the photographs?

Yes, I did.
21

22

A

Q ~Do you recall wheR?
A I believe it was in 1995, the latter

24
23 part.

The swabs that yqu collected of theQ --~~~-------~--~------------.------------------
26
25 possible blood at the· scene when you were actually

_.
collecting the possible blood, no~ the control

27

28

: ¢':=""~amp'les -- but did you use one~swab to collect each
'\0"

of those possible bloodstains, \no matter how many may',.--s::;

.TR'lI.l\TNTrR" n.NNR MTlili1l.rrr:!.U / A) 0ono ("00



'n
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13
., A~ ~

.. IS
16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
26

27

28

have been~Jn~~e~QQ~~h~~p~h~o~t~Qgraphor each letter
',:

~signation?

A One swab for the letter designation for
the number of stains that were there.-'

MR. BOZ,ICH: I don't believe I have anything
further, your Honor.

THE COURT: Should we go ahead and stop a
few minutes early for lunch then?

MR. LEVIN: Whatever, your Honor, is your
pleasure.

All right. We'll do the same as·THE COURT:
we did yesterday; ladies and gentlemen. We'll try

and get started.a little before 1:30,' say about
~ ~ -i ., 1.....::J...::J .co.,.' .

Once again, assemble at the jury assembly room, if
you would, ~nd re~ember the admonitions.

Have a good lunch. We'll see Y9u about
1:20.

You may step.do~nl Mr. Fisher. BU,t you
can come back?

THE'WITNESS: Yes. --
THE COURT: Okay.

(The' jury exited the courtroom.)

MR. BOZICH: Yoar Honor, may the witness

also be excused?
THE COURT: Yeah.

All of the juror~ have left.
\

Gentlemen/ ·1 just had a logistical

2969



10

11

12

13
14

1

A

That is correct.

Put that back in the bag it came out

(Complied.)
Would you put that back in the cooler

Wait a minute. You looked at me kind

A

2 Q

Now I know why. L is in that bagi

3 of, please.
4 A

Yes.
Take out L, please.
(Compl ied. )
Would you set that down for a moment.

1~ Pc~nl~T~ ~o. 169 for identification ann rake out
would you take what's been marked

5 Q

6 then.
7

8 of strange.

16 just the eriv~lope marked M -- or designated for the

9 right?
A

Q

A

Q

18

17 letter M.

19

21

20 right now.

---
Place this back in the cooler?

Q You can put that back in the cooler for

22 items in the collection of these items, some of them
Mr. Fisher, as you went through the

24

23 were only a couple of minutes apart?
Yes.

25
A

Q How long does it actually take you to
26 take a swab and collect the possible bloodstains in

28

27 this case?
A It varies on how far apart the swabs

3029
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8

other. And when I actually looked at my watch, it
And then

1 are, how quickly you can actually remove a swab from
2 the container it's in, dipping it in the water,
3 actual motion of collecting the stain and putting it
4 back in the envelope.
5 Q In terms of Land M, which I'm showing

~
6 Y 0u ism ark edon Pe0pIe's No. 8 for ide ntitic;.a tion--L---
7 are they right next to each other on the handrail?

10

A

9 Q

No.
Where are they?
One is on the handrail, and I believe

12

11 the other one is on the step.
Are they next to each other?

13

14

A

Q

A

Q

Relatively close.

11:;; +-hnqp;q Q'40 for each?
The time you have down for both of

16 Yes.
17

18

19

20 could be that it just turned that minute.

A

Q

A

Can you explain that.
Relatively close proximity to each

21 when I got to the next one, maybe the -- that minute
22 hadn't turned over to the next minute between that

24

23 time I actually saw my watch.

Q Did you completely put away the one

25 swab with the possible blood before you went to the

27

26 next one to collect?

28

A Yes.

Q Do you recall which one you actually

3030
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1

2

INDIO, CALIFORNIA; MONDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1997
MORNING SESSION

3 --000--

4
5 (The following proceedings were held
6 out of the pr~sence of the jury:}
7

8 THE COURT: Good morning.
9 MR. BOZICH: Good morning, your Honor.

MR. LEVIN: Good morning, your Honor.
11 THE COURT: Call the People versus Watley,
12 ICR 22535. Mr. Watley and all attorneys are
13
14

present. No jurors are as yet present.
Well, gentlemen, we have ten minutes

16

l5 before we bring the jury in.
MR. BOZICH: I have a couple of matters, but

17 I think Mr. Ulli -- Mr. McNulty -- excuse me --

19
l8 wanted to address the Court for a moment.

20

21
22

THE COURT: Mr. MCNulty.
MR. McNULTY: Good morning,your Honb~.
THE COURT: Good morning.

23 when I talked to Mr. Levin, about releasing certain

24 items of evidence to the custody of one of my
25 investigators for the purposes of having them
26 photographed to send to one of the experts in this
27 particular case and get a duplicate set for Mr. Levin
28

MR. McNULTY: I was going to ask the Court,

3046

for his expert, as a matter of courtesy. I don't
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1 think Mr. Levin has any objection to that release,
They have been2 but they have been previously marked.

3 entered as evidence in a previous trial.
TgE COURT: Have you identified those4

5 exhibit numbers that you want to Mr. Levin?

10 you folks know what numbers they are, that order will

6

7

8

9

MR. McNULTY: Yes, I have.

THE COURT: Mr. Levin.
MR. LEVIN: No' objection.

All right. Those assumingTHE COURT:

11 be approved.
12 MR. McNULTY: Do you want me to state them

13 for the record?
14
15

THE COURT: You may as well.
MR. McNULTY: The items marked as 229

16 through 241, 243, 247 through 254, 263 through 265,
17 267 through 272, and then finally 280.
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28·

THE COURT: 280?
MR. McNULTY: 280.

THE COURT: Very good. And to whom are we
releasing them? Mr. Bowser?

MR. McNULTY: To Mr. Bowser.
THE COURT: All right. That will be the

order then.
.MR. McNULTY: Thank you, your Honor. That's

all I have.
THE COURT: You're welcome, sir.
MR. BOZICH: As of this morning, I don't

3047
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11.

1.2

1.3

14

4751.

MR. LEVIN: t have-nothing further. -

THE COURT: Mr. McNulty.

MR. MCNULTY: I have no questions.

THE COURT: Thank you, Miss Grosswei~~r.

THE WITNESS: Here's the sample, the 213

Get myself in ordQra· little bit.
THE COURT: There was an item Miss Grossweiler

took from her personal notes. Is she going to be

allowed to keQP that?

THE WITNESS: This.

MR. LEVIN: I have no objection to her keeping

back.

that.

MR. MCNULTY: Absolutely, your Honor.

THE· COURT:. Mr. McN~lty.
1.5

16

17
1.8

19

20

21
22

23

24

25

26

27

28

MR. MCNULTY: Thank you, your· Honor. If I

could have a second with Miss Grossweiler.

My next witness is Mr. Gregonis, Dan

Gregonis.

THE CLERK: You do solemnly swear the

testimony you are about to give in the cause now

pending before this Court shall be the truth, the

wholE~itruth, and nothing but the truth, so help you

God?

THE WITNESS: I do.

THE CLERK: Thank you. Please be seated.

State your full name spelling your last

name for the record.

THE WITNESS: Daniel C. Gregonis,

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501.
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A

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501
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1 G-R-E-G-O-N-I-S.
THE COURT: MI'. McNulty.

3

4 DANIEL C~ GREGONIS,

5 called as a witness by and on behalf of the People,

6 having been first duly sworn, was examined and testified

7 as follows:
8.

9 DIRECT EXAMINATION

10 BY MR. MCNULTY:
11 Q Good afternoon, Mr. Gregonis.

Good afternoon.

13 Q.

don't understand, will you let me know so I can

If at any time I ask you a question you

15 rephrase it?
16 A

12 A

17 Q

certainly.

Would you afford Mr. Levin the same

Yes, I wiil.

.Who do you work for?

22 Sheriff's Department in the scientific investigations

I am employed by the San Bernardino

18 courtesy?

19 A·

What do you do in the scientific

25 division for the San Bernardino County Sheriff?

20 Q

21 .A

23 division ..

24 Q

26 A

27 Q

28

I am a criminalist.

How long have you been a criminalist?

since July of 1979.



1

4753

Q How long have you worked in the crime

2. lab for the San Bernardino County Sheriff?
3 A since July of 1979.
.4 Q What's your title there within the

5 laboratory?

6 A It's criminalist II is basically the

7 title. I also hold other subtitles within the
8 laboratory ..

9 Q Let me ask you, are you also a sworn

10 peace officer?
11 A Yes, I am.

12 Q What title? Deputy sheriff?

13 A Deputy sheriff.
<

14 Q How long have you been a deputy sheriff?
15 A since July of 1979.
16 Q Did you have to go through some type of
17 police academy or sheriff's academy to become a deputy

18 sheriff?

19 A Yes, I did.

20 Q with respect to your performance on job

21 duties as a criminalist or scientist, do you hold any

22 formaL education?.,...~.•..

23 A. Yes, I do.
24 Q Do you have any degrees?
25 A Yes, I do.
26 Q What degree or degrees do you hold,

27 sir?

28 A I have a bachelor of science degree in

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501



1 for math criteria. The otlier one is a-study which we -

2 did on hat bands to see whether or not we could do DNA

3 types on hat bands to identify the potential· owner of

4 the hat.

5 Q I wasn't sure that I heard hat band,

6 meaning H-A-T space B-A-N-D.

7 A Hat band, yes, sir.

.8 Q Would you expand what you mean by DNA

9 typing on the hat band as·it pertained to that

10 particular paper. You mean taking DNA off the hat

11 band?
12 A simp1y.in p~rticu1ar on a ball cap or
13 something like that if you·have a person's sweat, they

14 have their cells in there and in the cells there's

4756

15 going to be some DNA but along with that there's going

16 to be some bacteria and· stuff, and bacteria will chew

17 away the cells in the DNA eventually. Our question

18 was whether or not we could actually type the DNA

19 reliably out of the hat band, that we extracted from

20 the hat band.

Q

;.;...f' A

Q.

Yes, it was.22

24 the state of California as an expert regarding DNA?
25 A Eighteen times.

26 Q And if you recall regarding these

27 particular results that you are going to testify to

28 today, how many times have you testified in court?

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501



10 reaction.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

11

12

13

14

15

16.

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

A I believe-a-t6ta:l of-three;-

Q What types, just by their names of

tests, did you perform in this particular case?

A Generally there's two categories of

testing, one of which is called RFLPtesting. The

other type or category of testing with based on what
is known as PCR.

Q What does the PCR stand for?

A The peR stands for polymerase chain

Q Was does the RFLP stand for?

A RFLP stands for restriction fragment

length polymorphism.

Q with respect to the PCR method, did you

look at any particular locations for the samples given

to you?
A Locations meaning places on the DNA?

Q Correct.

A Yes,. I did.

Q What location did you look at?

A There's a total of seven different

locat;.$ons. The first one is called 01S80 which is on

chromosome Number 1. Then we go to one called

OQ-Alpha or DQ-Al which is on chromosome Number 6. We

then take a look at LDLR which is, stands for low-

density lipoprotein receptor which I'm not sure, it's

either on chromosome Number 11 or 19 .. Then we have

GYP-A or GYPA which located on chromosome Number 4.

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501
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·1 What's on the TV monitor is simply showing the

2 chromosomes 20 --or 23 pairs of chromosomes in humans.

3 Q Does that pretty accurately show what a

4 human's chromosome looks like?

5 A Essentially, yes, it does.

6 Q Now, with respect to the PCR method in

7 this particular case, did you do that on one occasion
.;:..

8 or more than one occasion?
9 A I on more than one occasion.

10 Q Do you recall roughly when the first

11 occasion was that you performed that particular test?
12 A May I look ~t my notes?

Q Would that help refresh your memory?
.. , .,~R. .J...... '-"'- .•... -J.

Q Please do.

A As far as the first time that I started

13
.1.4

15

16

17 some PCR analysis was May 19th of 1994.

18 Q When did you perform your additional or
19 ~econd PCR analysis?

20 A There was additional PCR analysis
on January 31st, 1994. As well as21 excuse me

22 additional work done August 26th of 1996.

23 THE COURT: .Mr. Gregonis, would you give me

24 the first two dates again, please.

25 THE WITNESS: Just in the order of my notes,

26 it's May 19th, 1994, and then also I have a page dated,..
27 January 31st, 1994.

'}/

28 THE COURT: .-.2.0 yg~ did not give us the order

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO ..7501
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f 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

of times you looked at them. You just gave us the
three dates that you looked at them.

THE WITNESS: ,Yes, I did, your Honor.
BY MR. MCNULTY:

Q Sir, 11m going to pLace up on the

witness stand next to you the chart that's been marked

227 for identification. See that, sir?

A Yes, I do~

Q Itls labeled at the top "DQ-Alpha
Alleles."

A Yes.

Q For the test, the PCR test conducted in

1994, were those the available DQ-Alpha alleles?
A Yes, 1:ney weLe.

Q with respect to the manner in which you
received your results, looking at the strips and going

through the process of PCR, was there any type of kit,

K-I-T, used?

A Yes. We used a kit that we purchased
from Perkin~Elmer corporation.

Q Is that kit pretty standardized in the
industry?

A Yes, it is.

Q And from that kit, looking at the
DQ-Alpha -- I want to add Number 225 for

identification which has the word "PM Alleles" at the

top. Do you recognize that?

A Yes, I do.

BRENDA KOHLER, CSRNO. 7501
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1 Q Did I correctly write down what it was
2 you just testified to?
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

1:::;

A

Q

A

Q

A
Q

you?

A
handrail.

Q
A
Q

~
no

Q
A

Yes, you did.
What's the next item?

The next item is item M.

_M, as in "Mary"?- ----- ---- .,' -----
Yes_

Okay. And how was that described to

Item M is described as blood from a
-'-------- -------- ---,---

And the next item?
The next item is T-8.
And how was that described to you?

- -v- " ~ 1..-

16

17
And the next item?

18 bloodstain from a truck.
Is T-11, which was also identified as a

19
20

21

22

Q Did I correctly write that down, sir?
A Yes, you did.
Q With respect toltem B, as in "boy,"

you said you performed the DQ-Alpha. Was that once
23 or more than once?
24

25
26

27

-28

Just once.A

Q And when was that?

4786

A That was in March of 1994.

Q
----------- ---- ---- -----And what was that result?

A That is a 1.1, comma, 4.
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1

------------..,-

Yes, it is.A

2 Q And let's go down to T-11. Did you do
3 the DQ-Alpha polymarker for that?

14 the sample labeled for a particular pers6n, would it
15 be the same result as for M, that you could not

10
11

12
13

4 A Yes, I did.
And what is that result, please.
That is a type 1.2, comma, 4.1.
And the polymarker?
The LDLR is a type AB.

-The GY~-~ is-a~B or BB.
The HBGG is a type A or AA.
The D7S8 is an A or AA:
And the GC is a B or BB.
And, again, in terms of a person -- or

16
17°

5 Q

I could not exclude the sample labeled

19

18 as A originatingf~om Mr. Watley.
Okay. Did you have an opportunitYr

20 sir, to perform any other tests on sampler l~f's say,

6 A

7 Q

8 A

s .

Q

exclude
A

22

21 M?-'---

°23

25
24 M?

Q

Ao Yes.
Q What other tests did you do on sample

A Another test thato I performed on sample
26 M was the restriction fragment length polymorphis~--,,-- ...-~--

27 test or RFLP.
28 Q And did you perform that RFLP test on

4790
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

10
11

12

13
14

1"-

15

17
18

19

20

21

22
23

24

25
25

27

28

INDIO, CALIFORNIAi WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 10I 1997

MORNING SESSION

--000--

THE COURT: Good morning.
the matter of People versus Watley,
Mr. Watley, Mr. Levin~ Mr. McNulty,
and Mr. Gregonis are present.

-'Mr.Gre'gonis ,-~iOUI 11. just remain. under

the same oath that you took yesterday, sir. Okay?
THE WITNESS: Yes, your Honor.
THE COURT: All right.

Mr. McNulty.
MR. McNULTY: Thank you.

WeIll call ~gain.
ICR 22535.

all 17,jurors,

DANIEL C. GREGONISI

called as a witness by the People, having been
previously duly sworn, was examined and testified as
follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION CONTINUED
BY MR. McNULTY:

J Q Welcome back, Mr. Gregonis.

With respect to item A that you

analyzed using the PCR methodl if you recall, was
there enough of that sample left over for another
test?

A YesJ there is.

4804
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1

A

2 sir, whether or not there's enough left over for
With- respect to ite-m1'1, -d o you recall,

3 another PCR test?

Q

4 A I believe for item M, I used up the
5 entire sample that was given to me.
6 Q When you have extracted the DNA from
7 the in this case, the blood source -- do you keep

11

10 I do.
9

12
13

14

Q

A

Q

A

8 any of that extracted DNA?

16
17

If -I don't use -it--in:my -analysis, yes,

Did you use all of the extracted DNA?
For item M, yes ,_I did.

What about for item T-8?

15 extracted DNA from that sample.
T-8 -- there is still remaining

Q ---- -~----- -----------

19
18 sample.

20

And what about for T-ll?
Also there is remaining DNA from that

Q I want to go on, sir, to the D1S80
location using the PCR method. In thi~ particular

23

22 samples?

26

27

21 case you mentioned you had performed D1S80 on certain

A That is correct. I did.
24 Q Did you get a D1S80 result for those
25 samples that you analyzed?

Yes, I did.A

28 type of picture to memorialize the result that you
Q And did you take photographs or some

4805
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5 very d~graded, the DQ-Alpha may still amplify, where
6 you may not get anything from the D1S80.

2

3

4

7

Q Okay.
A However, the DQ-Alpha is smaller than

any of these, including the 14. So if the sample is

Q So i.twould be fair to say that the
8 DIS80 lS more sensitive to degradation?
9

10
11

yes~-· {tis.A

Q Okay. And what's In lane No. S?

A Lane No. S is another allelic ladder or
12 yardstickt as you call it.
13 And why is there a ladder in lane No. 2Q

14 and lane No.5?

18 for diagnostic purposes.

15
16
17

19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27

A It's simply the way that we set up the
We want a standard -~ standard ladder orprotocol.

yardstick next to every single sample. And it helps

Q Okay. And, again, is that ladder in 5

inserted in the gel the same way the ladder in 2 is?
A Yes, it is.
Q So the la~der and the samples were all

running at the same time?
That is correct. Yes.A

placed in lane No. 6 , please?What wasQ

A Lane No.6 is item M.
--------_._- -

Q Would that be the same item M you
28 performed the PCR, DQ-Alpha, and ~olymarker tests

4813
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- -1

2 A

back in- '9-4 and-' 9 I;?

Yes.
3 Q

4 A

5 Q

6 lane 7?
7 A

8 M.

9

11
10 there?

A

12 Q

And, what result did you get for item M?
.------------'---'--_...:.-:.=--:..;:.....-.: --

M is a 21, 31.
Whatr if anythingr sir, was placed in---------------------------------
Lane 7 is a substrate control for item

A:nd what, if -.any, "resuLt did you get---------------------'-----------------

I got no results from that sample.
And when you're analyzing a controlr do

13 you expect to see any type of result? .
14 A Depends on what the sample really is.
15 An item of clothing may actually show the background
16 levels from the individual who wears the clothing,
17 but, for instance, a swabbing of a sidewalk or
18 something like that may not show anything and
19 probably will not show anything.
20 What about if you assume a handrailQ

21 that a person or persons may use to hold onto to walk
22 down steps?
23
24

A That may show some background.
In this particular case did you haveQ

25 any backqround ~__.'"
26 A I believe I had background in the PM,

------_. ----------
27 DQ-Al, or at least the DQ-Alpha work but not in the
28 DIS80.

4814
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18

19
20

21
22

23
24

25

26

27

28

Q At the top it says "What iS1::lNA"?
A Yes.
Q You've already described DNA for us?
A Briefly, yes.
Q All right. The right-hand side then

talks abo~t the bases. Does this fact accurately
give some pictorial representation of how the bases
bond together?

A It's a ~ood illustrahion of what on a
microscopic level might be in the DNA strand.

Q In the center of this particular
diagram it says "The Long Test." In some of the
terms is RFLP cOhsidered a long test?

A It's long in the fact that it takes
longer to perform in time than the peR analysis.

Q How long does PCR analysis normally
take?

A From the time I receive' a sample to the
time I actually have a result, I could potentially do
that within a week,

Q How long normally does the RFLP process
take?

A The RFLP process, because there's a lot
of -- kind of incubation time, takes anywhere from
f~ve to six weeks.

Q What is the first step in doing the
RFLP process?

A Well, once I've extracted the DNA --

4837
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6

fragments.

of DNA and I p~t it in a test tube. And I also add

1 extraction of the DNA is the same as for the-peR
2 methods and also the quantification of the_-DNA --
3 once I have the DNA out and I judge that there's
4 sufficient quality and quantity of DNA to perform the
5 RFLP test, the first thing I do is I take an amount

7 a -- what's called a restriction enzyme to that test
8 tube. ~his restriction enzyme is -- can be thought
9 of as kind-of molecular scissors, ,because it's a very

10 specific molecular scissors tha~ cuts at only certain
11 _sequences of the DNA.

Q So in the first illustration it shows,12

13 I guess, what would be blood and an arrow out talking
14 about extracted DNA?
15

16

17

A
Q

Yes.
Then the next step -- it shows DNA

Is that what you've talked about after
18 the molecular scissors cut up the DNA?
19

20

A

Q
Yes.
For this particular procedure that you

22
21 used, is there a specific enzyme that you use to cut?

A Yes, there is. It's called Hae III,
23 - H-a-e, a Roman numeral III.
24 Q Are there other enzymes that you could

26

25 use to cut up the DNA?
A Sure, and they are used by different

27 laboratories.
28 Q - Is there any particular reason why your

4838
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..-'

2

4839

- .1 laboratory uses the Rae III enzyme?

A There's a couple of reasons. One is
3 that this is kind of the standardized enzyme that's
4 used in forensic -- or at least public forensic labs
5 in the United States. And the reason why it was
6 chosen is because of both characteristics of the
7 enzyme,. that it's very hardy and it works with
8 forensic samples, as well as the fact that it cuts
9 the fragments into smaller pieces.

Q what do you mean by hardy in terms of

12
11 forensic science?

A Because forensic samples maybe --
13 come from different types of substrates -- you know,

15

14 blue jeans, dirt, bedsheets, carpet -- whatever it
might be. The enzyme has to be able to operate in an

16 environment that has a lot of different contaminants
17 in it, such as dyes and dirt, soils, other things

19

18 like that.

20 corner as an example in this diagram, it shows along
Q If you look at the top right~band

22
21 the horizontal portion a T, a T, a C, a G, and an A.

Did I reci~e that correctly?

25 enzyme -- looks for a particular sequence and then

23
24

A Yes, you did.
Q You mentioned the enzyme -- the Hae III

27
26 cuts at that particular sequence?

A That's correct.
28 Q What sequence does the Rae III enzyme

JEANNICE ANNE MIDDAUGH, RDR, eRR



1 look for?
2 A The sequence is a GGCC, and it cuts
3 between the G and the C.
4 Q So if we could picture a G, a G, a C,

5 and a C, the enzyme would cut it right in the middle

6 there?
7 A Correct.
B Q Okay. So after you have the fragments,
9 if you willi of the DNA, what happens next?

10 A The next thing that we do is we load
11 that onto an electrophoresis gel. This gel is
12 actually much thicker than the prev Lo u e gel that I
13 described. It's perhaps a half inch thick. And then
14 we apply an electric field to separate the fragments.
15 Q Does that electric field work in the
16 same fashion as the electric field in the DIS80?
17 A Yes, it does.
18 Q Is it done in the same procedure?
19 A It's done in a slightly diffe~ent
20 apparatus, but it's done essentially in the same way.
21 Q Do you have a gel in between a couple
22 plates of something?
23 A It's -- actually the gel is between a

24 couple of electrodes. And the electrodes and the gel
25 are immersed in water or a buffer solution.
26
27

28

Q And is the DNA still negatively
charged?

A Yes, it is.

4840
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Q

:l ts he charE-~where you had .t.he sequence of ~l_et1;:.J~rs~OI.l

2 one strand, they will recognize that sequence of
letters on the strand. And ~hey will bind kind of

4 like Velcro to the piece of DNA that's on the
5 membrane itself.

10

6 Q And is that premised upon the
7 biological fact of DNA an A goes to a T and a G

A

Q

Yes.
With respect to the sequence that the

13
12 for whatever the sequence the probe is?

Under the conditions that we/re

11 probe is looking for, mus~ it be particularly perfect
I

14 operating, it doesn't have to be absolutely the same,
15 but it has to be extremely close.

8 goes to a C?

9 A

Okay. And what -- what are the -- in16

Q

17 terms of being extremely close, you mean for the
18 particular region that it binds to or .f or; areas on-------------------------------------------------------------------
20
19 either side of it?

A

22
21 to.

Q

For the particular area that i~ binds

23 samples through th~ RFLP process?
In this particular case did you run

24

25
A

Q

Yes, I did.
Do you recall what samples you went

27

26 through in the RFLP process?
Ye s, I do.

28

A
--

And what samples did you go through?

4844
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11

1

4845

2 with RFLP, the -- of the ones that we talked about,
3 item T dash 8 and T dash 11, as well as,refer'ence-"
4 blood samples item A identified as coming from
5 Watley, item,C identified as coming from Hogue,
6 item D as identifLed as coming from Burris, item E

7 identified as coming from Arnold, a question
8 bloodstain from the sidewalk, item B, and also
9 item M.

Q In a moment I'm going to show you a
couple autorads.

.,
In this particular case how many

.
12 probes did you use in the RFLP method?----------------~----------------------------~-----------------
13
14

A I used four different probes:
And why did you use four differentQ

15 probes?
16
17
18
19

First of all, the more -- four'A

different probes gives us more information. The more
probes, the more information. It is also pretty
much -- that's our standard protocols. These are

20 .probes that are also used throughout the
21 United States in RFLP analysis.
22
23 sort of like a re<Yipe of how to do the RFL.P

Q With respect to your protocol, is that

25
24 procedure?

26

27 review?
A Yes, it is.28

A Essentially, yes.
Is that written down and available forQ

JEANNI CE ANNE MIDDAUGH. RDR,. eRR
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Q

Q -'-Wi~h·-J;e.s.pec.tto -1:.h.efour pr-o be a , would'
2 you list the four probes for us.

. ..A The four probes -- the first one is
4 called YNH-24. The next one is called-TBQ-7. The

And the last is PH-30.5

6

next one is called MS-1.
Q With;respec~ to the YNH~24probe, do

7 you know what chromosome number it looks to?

10

8

9 NO.2.
_ That particular one looks at chromosome.... ~A

Q W~th respect to the TBQ-7, do you know
11 what chromosome that looks to?

A That looks at chromosome No. 10.
With respect to the MS-l, what13

14 chromosome does that look to?
Chromosome No.1.15

16
A

Q

Q .And the PH-30, what chr~mosome' does

18
17 that look to?

Chromosome No.4.

20 to each or those specific chromosomes, do they ~o to
21 a particular site on that particular chromosome?
22

A

A

Q And with respect to the probes that go

Yes, they do.
23 Q I'v~ got 278 for identification
24 purposes. Let me hand it to you first so you get
2S familiar with it.

27
26 Do you recognize that?

Yes, I do.
28

A

Just focusing in on -- excuse me --

4846
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1

That is correct.

the red--bo-xwhich ~IS -"RFLP -analysis autorad-t"-¥-O-u-

3 chromosome?
4
5

7

8

9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16

18
19

20

21

23

24

26

27

28

A

Q

6 chromosome?

2 mentioned that one of the probes goes to the first

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

22 chromosome?

And what site or location of that first

That is at -- labeled as DIS7.
DlS7?
Yes.
And e~rlier you did the D1880?
Correct.
Would that be on the Same chromosome?
Yes, it is.
But a different location?
That is correct. It is.

17 did went to the second chromosome?
You mentioned one of the tests that you

A

Q

Yes.
Any p~rticular site?
The site is called D2S44.
P2S44 to a site on-the second

. r" (

Yes ./
You mentioned excuse me -- one of

25 the other probes went to the fourth chromosome?
A

A

That is correct.
Q Any particular location?

The location is called D4S~39.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

io
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27

.r: 28(

Q

chromosome?
A Yes.
Q And the last one you said I believe

went to the tenth chromosome?
The tenth chromosome. That is D10S:28.A

Q D10S28.
If you include now the RFLP a~alysis

w~th the D1SBO analysis with the DQ-Alpha a~alysis,
how many chromosomes -- just looking at the DQ-Alpha
plus the D1S80 and the RFLP -- how many different
chromosomes have you looked at?

A Just looking at the DQ-Alpha plus the
RFLP probes are five different chromosomes.

Q DQ-Alpha going to chromosome 6?
A Yes.
Q And then the sites you just mentioned

previously?
A Yes.
Q If you add to that the polymarker tests

which are not shown on this particular diagram, how
many total chromosomes have you looked at? I don't
know if it would help you to write it down in front
of you.

A Yeah, I think it does.
That's a total of eight.

Q And how many different locations
total? We know eight different chromosomes, but how

4848
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A A total of 11 different locatiori~:

-~-·many d·if-fer..enttotal lQ_cat~9_ps_witp.the Dq-Alpha,.
" ..•....-.--.- .....•...•

2 polymarker, and the RFLP?
3

4

5

Q I'm going to hand you what's been
marked 252 for identification purposes. Take a look

6 at that, if you wo~ld, please.
7

8

9

10
11

13
14
lS
16

A

Q

A

Q

A

8/4/94, and
Q

A
a number of
and it·,s

Okay.
Do you recognize that?
Yes, I do.
And how so?

~.'rBy the case number 57436, the date of
my initials which I placed on this item.

And what is that that you're holding?
This is a copy of an autorad which has

samples pertaining to this Gase on it,
specifically it's. to a probe called MS-l,-------_. __ .._ ..__ .- -------------

17 which is the D1S7 locus.
18
19
20

21
22
23

24

------- - -_._--------
Q

autorad that you produce in the laboratory?
A Yes, it is_
THE COURT: What court number is that--_ ...._-

again?
MR. McNUL,TY: 252.

And is this the actual size of the

Q If you would go over with us, sir, what
2S the numbers across the top indicate.

As far as the dark numbers, they26 A

27 indicate the lane numbers.
28 The same as with the D1S80?Q
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2

1 paper towel. Sorry.

THE COURT: Okay.

3 BY MR. MCNULTY:

4 Q Lane 10?

5 A Lane 10 is item 33A1.

6. Q How was that identified to you as?

A As a bloodstain off an amp.7

8 Q Alllp?'

9 A A-M-P.
10 Q. Lane 11?

Lane 11 is my blood11. my DNA control.A

12 Q Why is your DNA placed in there?

13 A We use that as what's called an

14 extraction control. I have bloodstains of uniform

15 size to assure that I aID.extracting the sufficient
16 quantity of DNA, that the extraction .went well and

17 also we noted the approximate sizes of all these bands

18 so I know that the RAE III cut· properly for those

19 group of samples.

20 Q And lane 12?
21 A Lane 12 is item 33A2 which is

22 identified as a bloodstain off an amp, A-M-P.

23 Q With respect to 33A1 and 33A2{ are

24 those two separate bloodstains off the same amplifier?
25 Do you know?

26 A I don't know. They are two separate

27 bloodstains. And from the description they -- for

28 instance{ 33Al is described as swab with possible

BRENDA KOHLER. CSR NO. 7501
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1.

A

Q

2 33A2, who did those match with? .

Okay. And taking a look at 33Al and

3 A Those samples match the reference blood

4 sample identified as coming from Arnold.

5 Q Okay. Hand you what's marked 253 for

6 identification. Do you recognize that?

7 A Yes, I·do.
..How ,s that?.------~,8 Q

By the case number 7436, the date of

10 3-3-94 and my initials which I placed on the -- of

9 A

11 this copy.
1.2 Q

14
13 you?

A

...._.-_. __ _.. . -.- -.~-.---.~~~-

What is it that you have in front of

.

This is an autoradiograph of membrane

15 that was performed in this case and it has to do with
- .•...... -._ .#._ •.•. ~ ._. __ . "__ . __ , _.~ ...•...•...•,~ ..•..•.·_-Ull,. •••··~_ " ., _

17

1.6 the locus on chromosome Number 4.

Q Okay. Across the top we see some

1.8 writing. Can you tell us what that writing is,

19 please.

20 A

----_._----------

That is writing that I placed on there,
,,- -".---- _ .. __ .-....._-.--.- ---_._ ..•..-, ..- .•...

21. an identification of the sample's item numbers in

22 particular.

23 Q

-.: ..---~

So in the lane marked B -- whoops --

24 would that associate with the item -- excuse me -- B

25 that you did DQ-Alpha on back in 1.994?
26

27

28

A

Q

~Y.es, it does.
In the l~ne K562, what is that?

That is once again a human cell line

BRENDA KOHLER; CSR NO. 7501.



2

l control.

Q And M?

3 A M is the bloodstain from the handrail.---_ .. ~.~-~-~ ~.~"'" . -'.---'--~ --------
4 Q And would that associate with the same------ ..-_.- -..~'~--
5 item M that you did the DQ-Alpha polymarker and D1S80

- ' __ " .•.....• ..-l •..•••. ..,.•••.~--..'- ---- ---~ .-.-.

6 on?....••

7 A Yes.
.... Q T-8 .

9 A Once again that is the same blood

10 sample I did the polymarker and D1S8D on and it is a

11 bloodstain identified to me as coming from a truck.

l2 Q T-11?
l3 A T-11 is a bloodstain coming from a

14 truck and I also performed the DQ-Alpha polymarker and

l5DlS80 on that sample.
16 Q Looking at A?
l7 A Item A is a reference blood sample-----,----- ---.---~~~-~-~.~~.~--
l8 identified as coming from Mr. Watley.

19 Did you write the name Watley on this
:--:-,.".-.

20 particular autorad?

21 A Yes, I did.

22 Q For a moment I want to make sure.

23 Is that what you placed the name
- -~.. - ..---.--------. --~~-------

25 A Yes.

26 For lane D?Q

A Lane D is reference blood sample27 .----
28 identified as coming from Burris.

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501
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l of blurred on this.

2

3

4

5

6

Q Would that be those two marks?

A Yes.

Q Right here?

A Yes, they are.

Q okay. Let's talk about lane M.

7 Describe lane M for us, please.

--"Lane"~ is" the questioned" blood sample

9 from the handrail. It has two bands and both those

"8 .""" -"- A

10 bands match the reference blood sample id~ntified as
.LL..O -~ • .,....._. .,.; ~~'T""'~"",:;. •••..•_;.-.

11 " coming from Mr. Watley.

l2 And which is -- which lane isQ

14

l3 Mr. Watley?

Where it says A.
l5

A

Q This band right here and this band
16 right here?

20 as coming from a truck. Has two bands in it which

2l match the band locations for item A, a blood sample

l7

18

19

Correct.A

Q Let'"s talk about T-8."

A T-8 is a blood sample identified to me

22 identified as -- to me as coming from Mr. Watley.

23

24

25

26

Q And does T-8 match up visually with M?

A Yes, it does.

Q Let's talk about T-ll for a moment.

A
-T-l1 is another questioned bloodstain

27 identified to me as coming from a truck. There are

28 two bands present in that sample which match the

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501
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1 reference blood sample item A identified as coming
2 from Mr. Watley.
3

4 Is that accurate?
Q And matching with A in this direction.

5

6

7

8

A Yes, it is.
Q Does T-~~ match with T-B and M?

A Yes, they do.
..... -.- . . - Q with respect to the RFLp·run on --

9 concerning sample R, the reference sample identified
10 as Watley, with the sample M, T-8 and T-l1, you
11 - identified this one autoraq for the one probe. How
12 many probes did you run?
13
14

15

16

17

----~--~--~-.~.~----
A FO~
Q How many of those gave you results?-~ -
A For item M, four. For item T-8 as well

~ ----
as T-11, all four probes gave me results.

18 -same result?
Q And for all four probes did you get the

19

20

21

A Yes, I did.
Q What was that?
A That the DNA profile for all four

22 probes match the item A reference blood sample
23 identified as coming from Mr. Watley.
24 Q Over your career as a criminalist, sir,
25 have you had occasions to respond to crime scenes to
26 collect evidence?
27

28

A Yes, I have.

4866
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t.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

lO

II

l2

l3

l4

l5

l6

l7

l8

19

20

2l

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

A Yes, I am.
Q Not only by your lab but by labs all

over the country have made mistakes with respect to

analysis of DNA?

A certainly.

Q And experts have come to court, have

they not, with broad, vast credentials in the field

and have testified that evidence that has peen

associated to a suspect through a DNA analysis in some

cases has produced false results.

A I am not aware of any cases, per se,
that an expert has testified that DNA matched a

particular individual when in fact it did not.

Q Are you aware of any time when a person

has said that DNA they have examined matched a person

when in fact it did not?

A Not in court cases. I am aware of some

proficiency tests that the wrong answer was gotten.

Q Proficiency.tests are blind .test~

conducted by the government; correct?

A No. Actually proficiency tests are

provided by private corporations and these private

corporations employ different agencies, many of them

government agencies, with blood or semen samples to

analyze and compare to standard samples submitted in

the same proficiency test.

Q So essentially a proficiency test is

where a blood sample is sent blind to a laboratory and

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

from the people associated with the name on the
envelope and the information associated with the item

on the envelope, all the RFLP testing that you did on

this case, okay, assume that for a momertt that it's

all true.

A Okay_

Q Item M as in Mary, was a bloodstain

that had come from the handrail outside the location

of ,those homicides; ~orrect?
A That's howi t was identified to me <;'~.=,~".

Q And if I ask you also -- do you know

this individual here?

A Yes, I do.
Q Who is that?
A I cannot remember his name but he works

for Riverside.

Q Riverside Sheriff?

A I'm not sure~

Q If I ask you to assume that's the lead

investigator of the case, Detective Yates, and he's

pointing to a banister, can you look at the

banister

MR. MCNULTY: Your Honor, for the record can

we have the identification

MR. LEVIN: Exhibit 17.

THE WITNESS: Okay.

BY MR. LEVIN:

Q Do you see a letter number next to the

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
16

17
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

item on the banister?
A Yes, I do.
Q What is it?

A It appears to be item M.
Q Assume for a moment that that is the

same item M that was identified to you as coming from

the handrail. Okay?
A Okay ..

.Q Does that appear to be a handrail?

A Yes, it does.

Q Do you see a red substance clearly

visible on the handrail associated with item M?

A Yes, I do.

Q ~s a criminalist with your experience,

~oes that appear to be a lot of blood?
A It's a fair amount of blood, yes.

Q And it looks like it extends from the
bottom of the letter marked M down the handrail a ways

~nd you can still see the red going down the handrail;

correct?

A Yes.
Q NOw, that would also, as you testified

before when you were shown the bloodstains from the

back of the truck, you said that would be appropriate

for an individual to swab the entire area as you did

on the truck; correct?

A Well, that particular pattern I would

say, .yes.

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

lO

II

l2

l3
14

l5

16

l7

l8

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

and nothing -from any other blood mark or mark 'that's

labeled as coming from the handrail or from the

sidewalk or from a wooden bridge, none of that you

examined for RFLP and found that it came back to

Mr. Watley?

A Well, as far as the samples I examined
for RFLP, that's a limited number of samples. The

only three that came back are M, T-8 and T-11.

Q But I wanted to make it clear so we are

operating from the same basis of question~ng that the

only item that was examined for RFLP by you or your

laboratory was item M from both inside and outside the

crime scene that came back to Mr ?

A the crime scene,

NOW, item M was fully consumed by your

correct?la

Yes, it was.

Q So there's no possibility at all that

anyone could check the DNA of item M?

A Assuming also that I received all of

item M from D.O.J. laboratory.

Q NOW, is there a way or that you can

express an opinion as to how it could be possible that

you received an insufficient amount of DNA if you

assume that item M is the item that is held up by

Detective Yates?

27 MR. MCNULTY: Your Honor, I'm going to
28 object. It mistates the testimony.

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501
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1. THE COURT: May I have the question reread,
2 please.

·3 (The requested portion of the record· was

4 read.)

5 MR. LEVIN: I mean insufficient for a retest,

6 your Honor.

7 THE COURT: To that extent the objection lS

8 overruled.

9 Did you wish to b~·heard furtherr

10 Mr. McNulty?

11 MR. MCNULTY: Perhaps rephrase the question to
12 include that. It lost me now.
1.3 THE COURT: Do you understand the question as
1.4 it is now posed?
1.5 THE WITNESS: Not really r your Honor~·
1.6 BY MR. LEVIN:
1.7 Q Okay. Taking a look at Exhibit 17, and

1.8 the size of that approximate ten-inch stain clearly

19 visible on the handrail and assuming that that's the

20 stain that was being utilized to produce the swab that

21. you looked at for RFLP -- bef·ore I ask you the

22 question. This is the only one that you looked at for

.23 RFLP where you didn't have anything left over, any DNA

24 left over for retesting; correct?

25 A No, that is incorrect. Item B, there

26 was also not enough left for retesting.

That was the cigarette pack?27 Q

A NO, that is a blood sample from a.28

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. ·7501.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

sidewalk whose~DNA.profile matches Burris.
Q Okay. That carnefrom, apparently from

Mr. Burris and that's not available for retest for
RFLP?

A That is correct,.yes.
Q But others that you did look at with

respect to yoUr test were available for retest?
A Item T-8 and T-l1, I believe there's

probably sample left of those.
Q All right. My question to ,you is

looking at the photograph and assuming the
hypothetical that'I give you, that that actually is
the item that produced the blood contained in M, how
would it be possible that you would not be able to
receive or not have enough blood evidence, DNA
evidence available for a retest if that was the actual
stain that came from the handrail which formed -- or
came from the swab marked M?

A Well, there's a couple possibilities.
One is that there was not as much blood there in the
first place that there appears and just very thin
surface on the handrail.' Another possibility of
course is that not all the bloodstain was collected
for analysis.

Q When you receive a swab, are you
consuming the entire swab in your test?

A Really depends on the condition of the
swab. If it is very darkly stained and obviously has

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501
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· - --... ---1 a lot ofblood-on--itJ:: will take, for instance, half --

2 the swab.

And in this case how much of the swab3 Q

4 did you take?

5 A Item M, I consumed all the swab that

6 was submitted to me.

7 Q Did you do it all at one time or do it

8 in various stages7

9 A For the extraction purposes I consumed

10 all of it at one time .

11 Q .Could you look at the autorad and be

12 able to tell the qua Li.t.y and the quantity of the DNA

13 that you tested?

14
15

A To some extent, sure.

Q You can look at the, at the pnotograph
16 to tell the intensity upon 'which the bars light UP"to

17 determine the quality of it?

18

19

A To some extent, yes.

Q Well, does not part of your testing
"" -

20 include the looking -"- I believe you said you look at
I

21 the evidence to see what its quality is?

22

23
A That is correct, yes "

And how is it, how is the qualityQ

24 expressed?<.~--=-------

25 A In our laboratory we give it a grading

26 scale from 1 to 4. One's -- 0 to 4. Zero being very

27 degraded, Number 4 being very good, in very good

28 shape.

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501
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_l_

2

3

4

5

6

7

What was M?___ __Q-
A

Q

mean?

A

Q

A 3.
What does the 3 on a scale of 0 to 4

Means it's slightly degraded.

I think the autorad, I believe the

autorad is Exhibit 253. May I have that? Are all

8 the- exhibits -- thank you.

9 Is this the correctThat's 253.

10 autorad?

II

l2

l3

14

l5

A Yes, as far- a~ showing item M.

Q Yes?

A Yes.
Q And M lS in the second column?

A M if you couldn't -~ over there, the

l6 left is in Number 4.

l7 Q It really -- I don't know about your

l8 monitor but it really does not show up good on mine.

I don't know if the jury is seeing a very blurry19
- -20 appears under M the top of the autorads are all

2l blurred together. That ,\snot the way it actually is,

22 is it?

23 A It you look at the ladder lanes in

24 particular, those are very intense so they appear to

25 be blurred together on the Elmo.

26 11m not goirig to use the Elmo,Q Okay.
27 your Honor. I am going to have the witness hold it up

28 like an x-ray.

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501
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l here.
2

3

4

5

Q All right. Could you render an opinion?
A Sure.

Q What is that?
A As far as item M is concerned, it's --

6 appears that it's very good shap~, that there's not a
7 lot of sign of any appreciable degradation there at
8 all.
9 Do you maintain the -- we can turn theQ

10 lights on.
11 Do you maintain the swab that you -- I--.._- "-""~---.-'--~-~,-".~---------
12 guess lS a better question is what do you mean by
13 "consume"?
14 A That all the, all the sample was used

_1,5 for extracting the actual DNA that was present on
," ....-~~,,--------

16 there. The actual substrate, the cotton substrate'we
----------- '-'--'-'-

17 retain.

19

Q

on it?
A

Q

A

Q

24 to M which caused it to be consumed?
25

26

A No.

27 item that caused it to be unavailable for retest?
Q Did you lose any of that particular

28 A No .

. BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 750l
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1 Q Di~ ~~u con -- or did you have M In

2 your possession the entire time of the test?

3 A It was either in my personal possession

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12.

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

or in a locked freezer.

Q How many swabs were associated with M?

A AS far as what I received, I received

one swab.

Q Would that be consistent with

!vIr.McNulty.

MR. MCNULTY: Go ahead, sir. I am listening.

MR. LEVIN: Are you going to be changing the
e.xhibit?

MR. MCNULTY: Are you going to use this?

MR. LEVIN: Yes.

MR. MCNULTY: No.

THE COURT: Mr. McNulty, why don't you let'
Mr. Levin conclude. his --

MR. MCNULTY: I was going to check something,

your Honor. I haven't seen him talking about that.

don't see a need -- I can't use it?

MR. LEVIN: I have no objection.

MR. MCNULTY: I was going to check.
Thank you.

MR. LEVIN: Could you perhaps return --

MR. MCNULTY: Sure.

MR. LEVIN: Thank you.

MR. MCNULTY': Do you remember what page it

was?

BRENDA Km:LER, CSR NO. 7501
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

l3

l4
l5

l6

17

l8

.swabbing it with a moist cotton swab.

Q And you wo u Ld have collected the entire

stain?

A Yes.

Q And when you perform your test, you are

mindful, are you not, of the importance of having the

ability to do a retest?

A Yes, I am.
Q If it's possible· at all, your

preference would be not to consume the entire sample.

Would that be correct?

A That is correct! yes.

Q But in this case it was impossible for

you to retain sufficient DNA of M for retest?
A That lS true.

Q Now, we have heard testimony concerning

the two processes of RFLP and PCR. Is it true that

PCR is not designed as a test to identify a person

19 where RFLP is?

20 A I disagree. I think PCR has certainly

21 the potential of identifying somebody eventually.

22 Q Do scien~ists in your area that are

23 considered to be exper~s routinely disagree on the use

24 of PCR?
25

26

27

28

A I wouldn't --

MR. MCNULTY: I am going to object to the form

of the question as vag,}",,:,your Honor.

THE COURT: Overruled.

BRENDA KC~~LER, CSR NO. 7501
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10

11

2

----- ---_._--_.----
-------------------"--- ----

IN'DIO",CALTFORNIAi WEDNESTIAY, DECEMBER ro, 1997
AFTERNOON SESSION

3 --000--

4

5 THE COURT: Good afternoon. ,Go back on the
record in People v. watley. Mr. Watley, Mr. Levin,6

7 Mr. McNulty are present. All 17 jurors are present.
8 Mr. Gregonis is back on the stand.
9 Mr. Levin.

MR. LEVIN: Thank you, your Honor.
Q Deputy Gregonis, I want you to take a

12 look again at the item on the handrail in the
13 position it is marked, M, and for a moment assume
14 that -- hypothetically that a person who deposited
15 that particular bloodstain had injured themselves
16 while inside the apartment at the top of the stairs
17 and had left the apartment and was coming down the
18 stairs when they deposited the bloodstain on the
19 handrail.
20 Could you as a criminalist render an

22
21 opinion which hand probably touched the handrail?

A I would render an opinion as to which
23 one was more likely than the other .

24
.-...•---~.--------_._-- --"----------"--'"---

All right. Which one would be moreQ

25 likely, as a criminalist and as a deputy sheriff,

27

26 would you say that touched the handrail?
A If the person is going down the stairs

28 and is walking in a normal type of way, I would say

4915
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10

11

3

4916

1 it/s more likely to be the right hand than the left
2 hand.

Q Thank you. with respect to
4 contamination of a sample placed in an envelopel is
5 the proper protocol for a criminalist who has
6 collected blood onto a swab and placed it into a coin
7 envelope -- is the proper protocol to lick the
8 ~nvelope when sealing it?
9 A NOt it is not.

Q Why is that?
A Because theytre collecting the sample

---'------------------- .-- -- -

13

12 for the purposes of analyzing the physiological fluid
You don/t want to have any other person's

~------------~~------------- -- -- - -"-
on it.~~.--~-----------------------------------~~---------------.-------

14 physiological fluid close to it, even though the
~ .-.---~~------------.- ~

15 chances of it transferring are extremely small.
16 And if several swabs are used
17 different swabs collectin~ -- or collecting blood

Q

18 from different sources -- is the prope~ protocol to
19 put them all unsealed in the same location?

21 They certainly can be in close proximity to -- with
22 each other, sayan inch or two inches apart, but
23 they're not going -- if you put them all in the same

20 A Depends on what you mean by location.

24 envelopel I would say that/s incorrect.

25 well, what about taking swabs
26 putting one swab insid-e "a-coin envelope and not

Q

27 sealing that envelope and placing many swabs in that
28 same fashion in a brown -- or in a bag all together,

JEANNICE ANNE MIDDAUGH, RDR, CRR
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

JA No.
Q -And:- lik13w·ise, Le-ok i.nq atth.eD-1S 80

results, any indication of any cross-contamination
from two different sources?

A No.
Q Looking at the case that was submitted

to you fr~
c .

the moment you received it until the
moment you completed your analysis, anything in your-===-_.;;.,..._ _ ~_':oz:: ",...--.,---~,...,.-.-..~.~.-.-----..-.-".-,.---...- ....-~.-.....--.--.~. ~ ...'--.-.'-"'-" .....-.----~~.!':.T'"

review of this case that gives you cause for concern
as a scientist about contamination in this case?

A As far as the samples?=- . --•...~-.--.- . ~.--"-",.,,--.

Q Yes.
:at' 'i'

A No..•.•••....~

Q Looking at the exhibit which is No. 17

for identification, I believe there's at least been
testimony regarding Exhibit No. 56 for identification
purposes_ And I want to direct your attention to~--------------- ---------what's labeled in big letter D and then the writing
bloodstain M.

Do you see that?
A Yes, I do.
Q I ask you to become familiar with that

for just a second as you look at it_ Go ahead and
---- - -----.- - ---- - -- .- ... -
set it down, and lA.ll ask you a couple questions and
then we'll get back to it.

Regarding the amount of the biological
sample left behind -- in this case let's call it

--------------------- ------ ---- .--------
blood -- how much or what size, if you can give us

4931
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1

THE COURT: Mr. McNulty.

INDIO, CALIFORNIA; WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1997
DEPARTMENT 3N

MORNING SESSION
2

3

4

5 THE COURT: Weill call the matter of People
6 versus watley. ICR 22535. Mr. Watley, Mr. Levin,
7 Mr. McNulty are all present. No jurors are present .
8 This is a continuation of the
9 .out-of-the-juryls-pres~nce hearing regarding

10 statistical calculation methods.
11 Mr. McNulty.
12 MR. MCNULTY: Thank you, your Honor. Good
13 morning. The People call Dr. Ranajit Chakraborty,
14 please.
15 THE CLERK: You do sOlemnly.swear the
16 testimony you are about to give in the cause now
17 pending before this Court shall be the truth, the
18 whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
19 God?
20 THE WITNESS: I do.
21 THE CLERK: Thank you. Please be seated.
22 State your full name, spelling your first name and
23 last name for the record.
24 THE WITNESS: My name is Ranajit Chakraborty.
25 The first name Ranajit is spelled as R-A-N-A-J-I T.
26 And the last name is C-H-A-K-R-A-B-O-R-T-Y.
27

28

.;.
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6
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8

9

10

11

12
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

groups.
Q So, for instance, a population tha~

would be suitably defined would be Caucasians?

A Depends on the situation where you are-

asked to do the computation. If, for example, there

was a crime in Papua New Guinea Highland again, then

you using San Bernardino database would not be a
relevant database. There we have to define'
populations which is affine, A-F-F-I-N-E, group,

relevant group to that population.
Q T-hen in certain situations where you

look at anautoradiograph and you see jus_t one band,
is there-some concern or some consideration taken in

the product rule for that one band if you are not sure

~f it's one band or two bands?

A Sure, yes.

Q What is that?

A Well, the -- you have to remember that
the computation that you are doing is on an

observation which is a biological" observation. Anyone

who does not understand that nor want to discuss that

has no business in carrying out any computation

whatsoever.

Given that comment, I would say that a

single band seen on a Southern gel electrophoresis

southern as northern and southern but a person's

name gel, G-E-L, electrophoresis. A single band

seen in a Southern gel eiectrophoresis can be true

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501
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2

1 .pomozygote or, in other words, two copies-of the same
aJlele. Could be two alleles that are so close to

3 each other that they did not get separated ·during the
.4 process of electrophoresis; or, third, they could be

5 two different alleles. One of that size, the ·other

5512

..
6 very short or very long did not get measured at all in
7 the experiment.
8

9 single-band profile frequency should not be computed
So given that consideration, the .r:

10 bytbe application of the strict product rule. What
11 instead the committee recommends, which was in place
12 in 1989, they treat the other allele as unknown. Give
13 it a·frequency of a hundred percent. So that you have
14 a band of a given size, get it's frequency, not
15 exactly it's frequency, it's frequency in allele
16 nearby being the allele and the use that other allele
17 as a hundred percent frequency and multiply that by
18 two. So by that process you got a number which is
19 from product rule which is not strictly from produot
20 rule but a number which is much more common than the

22

21 frequency of that single-band profile in the database.
So if the band were a in fact trueQ

23 homozygote, the genotype frequency would be that
24 number times itself?
25
26

27

28

A Correct.
Q Or call it P squared?
A Correct.
Q But under the science one of these

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501



1 A I will not answer your question if you

2 ask a"homozygote. Yes, I saw a sing.le-band "patt~~n,;

3

4

Q Where did you see that?

A I bel1eve it is. Let me not misquote"

6

5 the data.
In fact perhaps I can rephrase theQ

7 question and then we can get back to it.

8
.,

A For the D2844 locus,· we had a

9 single-band profile.
10 MR. LEVIN: "I'm sorry, I didn't hear that
11 answer?

12 THE WITNESS: D2844 locus in the evidence

13 sample that match Watley's profile, we have a

14 single-band profile.

16

15 BY MR. MCNULTY:

17

Q For what sample is that?

A Well, that is'the sample labeled as M
18 or T-8 or T-11.

19 Q Okay. In any calculation that you did,
20 did you use that 2P rule?

21

22

Yes, I did.A

Q ,Was that the only locus, the D2S44,

23 that you had a single-band issue, so to speak?

24 A Asf~r"~s comparison with this
25 defendant concerned, yes.

26 For a situation where the exact,Q

27 genotype is known, that is you have the two bands, is

28 there a formula that is espoused in the NRC-II report?

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501
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1

2

A The answer is no. I'can.

Q Now, do you attempt as part of your

3 background to infer to a jury that there are no
4 laboratory errors in any given case?

5

6

I never give any testimony like that.A

Q Well, you've testified twice in this

7 particular case, haven't you?

8

9

.;;,

A Yes.

Q And in both those trials didn't the

10 District Attorney ask you many questions with respect

11 to looking at the work of Cellmark with respect to

12 their particular work in this case?

13
14

Yes, there were questions.A

Q ,And you were looking at Lisa

15 Grossweiler's work; correct?

16

17
A Yes
Q And the truth is you don't know if Lisa

18 Grossweiler even looked at these samples, do you?

19 A The answer is'yes, I have indi,catio,ns

20 that from the bench notes are hers.

21 Q But you don't have personal knowledge

22 with respect to her doing anything?

23

24

A No.

Q You don't know whether or not

25 laboratory errors were made in this case, do you?-
26

•
A I -- I can rule out several errors by

27 ~ooking at the case work notes.

28 Q But there are several other errors you,~,.

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

~o

-11
~2

13

14

15
16

17

18

19

,1"20

21

22

23

24
25

26
r

27

28

can't rule out, can you?

A Yes.

Q When you testified in this case the-

full truth would be-is you really donlt know if there

are laboratory errors in this case; right?

A The full truth, these are the steps of
my examination of this case work and based on those

examinations I did not see any indication of a

laboratory error.

Q But
A And that had been my testimony in this

case and elsewhere every time.
MR. LEVIN: Your Honor, I notice Mr. McNulty

has a habit of nodding in agreement or disagreement

with the testimony or questions. I ask-he not do that

because I think itls a matter of I am not
suggesting he's signaling Mr. Chakraborty but I would

like to get the answers to our questions without

having any approval by the People, or disapproval,

with the answer or question.

THE COURT: I donlt interpret any such body

movements in that manner. I will decline that.

BY MR. LEVIN:

Q Dr. Chakraborty, it was never your

intention and it is -not your intention to suggest in

this case that no laboratory errors were made; is that

correct?

A As far as I could see, Iean answer

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501
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2

1 that question there are nOe

Q Is it possible laboratory errors were

3 made in this case?

4 A Of which I did not see any indication ..

Q Pardon me? ~.. ,
....

A Of which I did not see any indication.

Q All right~ Now, you said you can

5

6

7

8 detect several types of laboratory errors by looking
·9 at the case work?
10 A Correct.
11 .Q You will agree there's many laboratory

12 errors that could have occurred that you don't -- you

13 can't know because you didn't look at the case work;

14 correct?
15 A I don't know whether I will call them

16 many. Yes, there are some possible.

17 Q Okay. What are they?

18 A Well, the sample may be mislabeled

19 before they came to the laboratory.

20 Q It may have been mishandled?
21 A Yes.
22 Q It may have been contaminated?

23 A contamination sign would be seen in

24 some aspects of the case work.

25

A We can -- we can see that.

Q Well, cross-contamination with transfer

26 of the DNA from one sample to another, you wouldn't

27 see that, would you?

28

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501
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3 before this court shall be the truth," the whQle
4 truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

1

2

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

~THE CLERK: ~f-i;Ju .do sol emn1y swe art he
test imony you may give in the cause now" pe.nding

THE WITNESS: I do.
Thank you." Please be seated~THE CLERK:

Please state your full name, spelling
your first and last name for the record.

THE WITNESS: My name is Ranajit
Chakraborty. The last name is Chakraborty, spelled
as C-h-a-k-r-a-b-o-r-t-y. And the first name is

12 Ranajit, R-a-n-a-j-i-t.
THE COURT: Mr. McNulty.

16 called as a witness by the People, having been first
17 duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows:

19 DIRECT EXAMINATION

13
14
15

18

}

RANAJIT CHAKRABORTY,

20 BY MR. McNULTY:
21
22
23

24

25
26

27·

28

Q Good afternoon, Doctor.
A Good afternoon.

Q If at any time I ask you a question

that you're not clear what it is I'm asking, will you

let me know so I can rephrase it?
..

A I'll surely do.

Q And will you do afford the same
courtesy to Mr. Levin?
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1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

1 28

I.-0 f "c 0 U r s e f .:y-e s .-

I refer to you as a doct.or..."What
A

Q is
your doctorate in, s£r?

I have a Ph.D. degree so I'm not aA

medical doctor -- in the area of human populatton
genetics and biostatistics.

Q You have a bit of an accent a ri'd you
tend to ~peak quickly. Please speak slowly. if you
can.

A I'll try to. Thank you.
Q What is the area of '-- you said

population genetics?
A Yes.
Q What is that ar~a?
A Population genetics is the

subdiscipline of the general subject of genetics
which is whereby the study of inheritance or, in
other words, how characteristics are passed on from
parents to the children.

Now~ in population genetics we use
those genetic principles to study genetic variation
between individuals within a population as w~llas
across populations and use those cumulative knowledge
in applications such as finding disease genes,
counseling individuals for genetic diseases, applying
them for parentage testing, forensic identification
of individuals, tissue transplantation, et cetera.

Q All of those areas that you talked

5674
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2

3

4

5

6
7

8

9

10
11

12

13
14
15
16

17
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
26

27

28

A Yes.
Q Did you receive some lab6rat~iy notes

from an individual identified or known to you-a~
Daniel Gregonis?

MR. LEVIN: Objection.
speculation. Hearsay.

THE COURT: Overruled.
THE WITNESS: Yes. ,

BY MR. McNULTY:
Q In fact, do you know Mr. Gregonis on a

personal level as well as professional level?
MR. LEVIN: Objection. It's irrelevant.
THE COURT: Sustained.

BY MR. McNULTY:
Q The information received from

Mr. Gregonis -- was that with respect to some work
performed at the San Bernardino crime laboratory?

MR. LEVIN: Object. Assumes facts not in
evidence that it was from Mr. Gregonis, in fact.

THE COURT: May I have the question reread,

Calls for

please.
(The requested portion of the record

was read by the court reporter.)
THE COURT: No. Overruled.

You may answer.
THE WITNESS: Yes.

BY MR. McNULTY:
Q Are you familiar, sir, with the phrase

5686
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13
14
15

16

17

18

19
20

21

22

23
24

25
26

27

28

"protocol"?
A Yes.
Q What does that mean generally wheri

referring to this area of science?
A In a single word, it could be called a

recipe .,
Q Did ybu have an opportunit~ t6'review

the protocol for the peR method employed at~Cellmark
Laboratories?

A Yes.
Q Did you, sir, have an opportunity to

review the protocol regarding the PCR method at the
San Bertiardin~ crime laboratory?

A Yes.
Q Did you have an opportunity to look

at the protocol for the RFLP method at the
San Bernardino crime laboratory?

A Yes.
Q Incidentally, have you ever testified

before on behalf of the defense or called as an
expert for the defense?

A Yes.
Q When was that?
A That happened three times: Once in

about four years back and the last two within the
last year and a half.

Q Where was the one about three years
ago?
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1

Q

A

2 Q

In Houston, Texas.
And where was the other two about a

3 year and a half ago?
4 A One in Houston. was inThe other is
5 Victoria, a city between Houston and Corpus Christi
6 in south Texas.

Okay. In your particular field- are yoU7 Q

8 familiar, yourself, with the method of doin~ the
9 actual science or chemical work in the PCR method?

10

II

A

Q

13
12 sir?

A

l4 Q

Yes.
Have you done that procedure yourself,

Yes.
with respect to the actual science or

15 chemical procedures for the RFLP, are you familiar

17
l6 with that?

A

l8 Q

Yes.
And have you actually performed that

20

19 particular procedure YDurself?
Yes.

2l

A

22 knowledge in the area of peR, when you reviewed the
with respect to your training and your

23 protocol for Cellmark, was there anything that you
-

24 noted that was unusual or would lead to an erroneous

26

25 result?

28

27 knowledge.
Objection. No foundation .. Ncr

THE COURT: I think with respect to the

5688
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5689

-=I"" p o r t Lo rrvo f the q u e stLe-n t-ha·ta.d d r e s s e e.c v.o z-r t.h a t; WOJ,l.ld_

2 lead to an erroneous result" I'm going. to sustain

10

that objection. The remainder of the,question,
4 however, the objection is overruled.
5 BY MR. McNULTY:
6 Q Are you familiar,· sir, with the general
7 accepted method of doing a peR test in your
8 scientific community?
9 A Yes.

11 in your community with the protocol or recipe from
Q Did you compare that particular recipe

13

12 Cellmark?
A Yes, I did.

14 Q Did you notice what you would consider

16

15 to be any sigriificant differences?
MR. LEVIN: Objection. No foundation,

18

17 unless he has personal knowledge.
THE COURT: Overruled.

19 THE WITNESS: No, I did not find any.

21
20 BY MR. McNULTY:

Q With respect to your knowledge, your
22 training, and your experience of the protocol
23 or recipe for the RFLP method in your .general
24 scientific community, did you n0tice anything what
25 you would call significantly different from the --

27

26 San Bernardino's recipe?
MR. LEVIN:

28 knowledge.
Objection. No personal

JEANNICE ANNE MIDDAUGH, RDR, CRR



1 --- ---- - THE CtYtJR'T:- No. Gv-erruled.

2 THE WITNESS: No, I did not £in~-any.
3 BY MR. McNULTY:
4 Q Did you have a chance to review the
5 notes from Mrs. Grossweiler to review the step~ or
6 processes that she underwent?
7 MR. LEVIN: Objection. No personaY-
8 knowledge. Calls for speculation. ~
9 THE COURT: Under the theory that experts

10 may rely on hearsay in forming their own opinions,
11 I'll overrule that objection.
12 MR. McNULTY: Thank you, your Honor.
13 Q Did you have a chance to do that, sir?

14 A Yes.
15 Q And as you were going through them, did
16 you have a critical eye toward anything, sir?
17 A Yes. I had a critical eye towards
18 tbings that I would consider to make some

19 interpretation.
20 Q Okay. And did you find anything that
21 you would consider significant as you were reviewing
22 her laboratory notes?
23 A No.
24 MR. LEVIN: Objection. Vague with respect

25 to what "significant" means.
26 THE COURT: Sustained.
27 BY MR. McNULTY:

28 Q Did you find anything that you would
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
13
14

15

16

17
18

19
20
21
22
23

24

25

~6

27

28

- s.pec.Lm e.ns that. they have t.yp ed in the !;onte:,-~.t::_91= .tl1is
case.

MR. LEVIN: I would object, your Honor~ that
that calls for sp~culation, a conclusion this witness
cannot make.

Again, that's overruled.THE COURT:
BY MR. McNULTY:

Q Are those pictures often refe~red to as
pictures of dot-blot strips?

A Yes.
Q And have you, yourself, been involved

with dot-blot strips?
A Yes.
Q You've had experlence In reading or

interpreting dot-blot strips?
A Yes.
Q Did you in this particular case do an

independent reading of the dot-blot strips based upon
the photographs provided to you?

A I didn't get your question.
Q Okay. Did you, yourself, look at the

photographs of the dot-blot strips and then determine
what the results were from those photographs?

A Yes.
Q With respect to Mr. Gregonis's work,

did you get some pictures from Mr~ Gregonis?
A Yes.
Q Would those include pictures of the
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28

con.s.ddez.c.t o be cut.sLdei of t.h e proto~_';;>-l_eat.abLd shed__by_
Cellmark in her notes?

A No, I did not.
Q Did you find anything in her notes that

you would consider -- given your training and
experience and knowledge in this area -- that YOQ-

would even term as unusual in her methodology?
A No. A

Q With respect to the work -- the
laboratory notes given to you by Mr. Gregonis, did
you look at his notes with a critical eye?

A Yes, I did;
Q Did you notice anything that you would

consider to be unusual given the protocol of his
laboratory?

A No, I did not find any.
Q In addition to the laboratory notes

the laboratory (pronunciation) notes -- I've been
doing this since 8:30 today -- in addition to looking
at the lab notes, were you supplied with some
Polaroid photographs?

A Yes.
Q And what -- from Cellmark?
A Yes.
Q What did, generally, those Polaroid

photographs. depict that y6u received from Cellmark?
A Those Polaroid pictures are photographs

of the end results of 'the laboratory typing of the
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2

A

1 reverse dot-blot strips?
Yes.A

3 Q W6uld that include pictures of a
4 process known as -- or the location known as DlSBO?
5 A Yes.

And did you get some pictures or things
7 that::we have ref err ed t0 earl ier as aut 0radio-grap h~?

6 Q

Correct.
You have some experience, training, or

10 knowledge in the area of reading gels with -- the
11 pictures of gels for DlS80?
:12

13

8 A

Yes.
And you have some experience in reading

15
14 the autoradiographs?

Xes.
16

9 Q

17 autoradiographs, is that done also in the course of
with respect to reading, let's say, the

A

Q

A

Q

19

18 your research?

Yes. Durin~ the 1974 to '78, that wasA

21

20 my research.

Q

22 opportunity to look at autoradiographs in the context
And, likewise, have you had an

24
23 as a consultant or expert in courtroom cases?

Yes.

25
26

A

Q

28

27 to now.

Approximately how many times?
I have ...re.vi.ew.e.d_ov.er.200 cour.t cases. up

Q Have you reviewed court cases for the
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1

2

3

4

5

b

7

8

9

10
11

12
13'

14
15

16

17

18
19

20
21
22

23

24

25

26

27

28

prosecution of those 200?
A As I said, there were three that went

to trial where I reviewed the similar materials· for a
defense. And there were three or four others I
reviewed which did not go to the court that were for
defense as well. ..

Q Okay. In thi s part icul ar case-,·did you
see anything that led you'to have some type of
professional concern about what you saw on the
dot-blot strips for Cellmark?

MR. LEVIN: Objection. Vague.
THE COURT: No. Overruled.
THE WITNESS: I -- I did not find any that

I would cause myself professional concern.
BY MR. McNULTY:

Q Did you see any of the photographs for
the San. Bernardino crime laboratory that caused you
some type of professional concern?

A No.
Q With the photographs of the D1S80 or

the results that were photographed, anything there
that you saw cause you concern?

A rNo.

Q And, lastly, with the results of the
that you saw on the autorads, anything that caused

c_ you concern?
'A No.

Q In this particular case there has been
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3

A

Yes.

1 same for these samples listed on page, I believe, 3
2 of 301?

A
4
5 Watley."
6

Q Down at the bottom I'll write "same as

And would that hold true, sir, for -
7 T-12, or Cellmark 9, and T-13, or Cellmark 42

Yes.8 A

10 307 for identification, take a moment and become
Looking at page 2 of what's been marked9 Q

12
11 fami~iar with that, sir.

Yes.
13

A
Q In this particular case, yesterday I

14 think we talked about you looking at some dot-blot
15 strips
16
17
18

19

A

Q
A

Q

Yes.
-- from San Bernardino?,

Yes.
,And you looked at some DlS80 photos

21
20 from San Bernardino?

22
A

Q And some autoradiographs from

24

23 San Bernardino?

25

A

Q
Correct.

26 up to~the profiles~xclud~ng the word "4.probes"
Taking a look at items M, T-8, and T-ll

28
27 do you se~ that?

Yes.

5739
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11

12
13
14
15

1

5740

Based upon your independ~~t __r_~v~ew; doQ

2 you concur with those results, sir?
3 A Yes, I do.
4 Q I'm looking for my yellow pad.
5 With respect to the -- were you able,
6 given your training and experience, to calculate ~

.. '

7 profile frequency for the profile 1.2, comma,. 4.1,
8 all the way through to 21, 31 from the D1S80?

,::..

A Yes.
MR. LEVIN: Referring to T-8 and T-l1?
MR. McNULTY: T-8, T-11, and as well that

would be M.
Q And let me back up. As you look at A,

9

the whole bloodstain identified as Watley the 1.2,
4.1, AB, BB, AA, AA, BB, 21, 31 does that appear

17
16 to m~tch with M, T-8 and T-11, sir?

Yes.

19 frequency for, let's call it sample A, were you able
20 to calculate a frequency for an individual chosen at
21 random would be African-American in that particular

18
A

Q So with respect to the profile

23
22 settring?

,

A Yes.
24
25
26

Q And what· would that be, sirJ
A That one, two, three ...

27 through D1SBO, is expected to occur in
That seven-locus profile, DQ-Alpha

28 African-Americans 1 in every 132,600 individuals.
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t

Q 132,000 you said?
A Yes~ 132,600.
Q -600, okay.

How about for the Caucasian populatlori?
-A 1 in every 15 million.

I've written tha~ in green 1 in 15 --Q

M-i-l, C-a-u-c, to represent Caucasian. Did I w rLte

that accurately?
A Yes.
Q And what about for_Hispanic?
A 1 in every 29 m~llion.
Q And converting 1 in 132,000

African-American individuals choseti.at random that
are unrelated -- what would that exclusion be, sirr

for African-American?
Objection under 352. It'sMR. LEVIN:

irrelevant, misleadingr and confusing.
THE COURT: Overruled.
THE WITNESS: 99.999 percent.

BY MR. McNULTY:
Q 99.99-
A -999 percent.
Q Did you have an opportunity sir, to do

the same for the Burris?
A Yes.
Q An d wh-at -result did you get, if you

recall, for the DQ-Alpha, polymarker~ and DlS80 as it
pertained to a frequency for the Caucasian

5741
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{~~

popula t-ion?
A Fo~ Caucasian population it W9U~d be

1 in every 79,000.

Q And, for the record, I've written 1 in,
I believe, 79,000, C-a-u-c, the abbreviation' of.
Caucasian. Did I write that accurately?

A Yes.
Q What about for A£rican-American?
A ~ in every 6.7 million.
Q And, again, I've written, I believe,

that number in green with A-f-r, A-m-e-r for
African-American. Did I write that correctly?

A Yes.
Q And how about for the Hispanic?
A 1 in every 216,000 -- two one six zero

zero zero.
Q Can you convert the 1 in 79,000

Caucasians into the number -- into a percentage
number of Caucasians that would be excluded if chosen
at random who are unrelated that would match at that
profile?'

Yes, I can. Give me a minute.
That would be 99.999 percent again.
All righty. And now I want to ask youQ

if yo~ had an opportunity ,in calculating a
statistical prof~le that included the DQ-Alpha, the
polymarker, the DlS80, and the four VNTR probes used
in the RFLP.
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AYes.
Q With respect to the African-American

population for this particular profil~ and ma~ch at
the four probes, what wis the number that you
received for the African-American?

A For Af r Lc an c Ame rLc an , that 11-locus.:-
profile is expected to occur 1 in every 84 tr~llion
people -- expected to occur in every 1 in e~ery-
84 trillion individuals.

84 trillion African-Americans. Again,Q

I've written that in green, abbreviated trillion as
T-r-i-l, and African-American as A-f-r, A-m-e-r.

What about for -- excuse me -- the
let's go Caucasian. Keep it the sameHispanic

order in the Caucasian population?
A 1 in, every 130 billion people.
Q And what about for "the Hispanic?

A 1 in every 355 billion people.

Q And with respect to the statistical
frequency forT-8 and T-11, would they be the same as
we just you testified to as M?

A Yes.

Q Okay. I'm just trying to write the
"same as M."

With respect to the numbers that you
calculated, including the RFLP loci, did ybu look at
~hose autorads to determine independently if they
matched with the sample identified from Watley at
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tho-so€:same fou-rVNTR loci?
A Yes, I did.
Q Okay. Is the visualinspecti'6D: o~ the

physical result an important component in your
«

-analysis or evaluation of a case?
A Yes.
Q Did you have an opportunity,~~r, t6

visually inspedt likewise the dot-blot stri~s fr~~
Cellmark that was identified as, I believe,- T-4?

A Yes, I did.
Q lIve placed'before you what I believe

is part of 301 for identification on -- I think'it's
page 4 -- I'm not certa~n, though the profile
associated with T-4, or Cellmark 3.

,Do you see that?
A Yes.
MR. McNULTY: I'm requesting No. 280 for

identification purposes. And I'll -- for this
,

limited time I'll just use the ELMO on -this one
particular picture.

Q And, Doctor, I want to hand you what's
,

been marked' 280 for identification and point ,to what
it is I'm concerned about that's marked Cellmark3.
Take a moment and look at that and become familiar,
if will. fyou

Have you had a chance to look at that,
sir?

A Yes .

5744
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-84 trillion African Americans would have the same
genetic profile as the sample marked Mr. Watley,.'you
are, in essence, projecting that out from some other'
number; correct?

A Yes.

Q Not all African Americans in this
country have had their DNA checked; correct?

Correct.A .~.

Q And not all Caucasians or Hispanics
have likewise?

A Correct.
Q So there's a.population database that

statisticians work from; correct?
A ·Correct.
Q What was the database that you were

working from?
A This number came from three different

databases.
Q And what databases were they, if you

could name them simply for me?
A Well, for the RFLP part of the

eleven, of the eleven-locus profile, the database is-.from San Bernardino crime laborabory. D1S80 came from
•

peer revie~ p~lications relating to Caucasians. The
DQ-Alpha and polYmarker database came from a
validation study done by scientists at FBI.

Q All right. The San Bernardino
population database was the only actual database used
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in this case by you in your computation?
A I don't understand your word-"-actual"

in the context of this question.
Q For the RFLP?
A All of them are actual databases.

--
Q But the San Bernardino population

database was used for the RFLP?
A Yes.
Q And how large is that population

10 database?
11 A That RFLP database consists of 293
12 caucasians, 251 African Americans, and 227 Hispanics.
13 So what you are telling us is that yourQ

14 one in 84 trillion prediction comes from the
15 examination of 251 African Americans?
16 A No, that would be wrong interpretation
17 because I said that for a three components of that
18 eleven-locus profi~e three different databases. You
19

20

21

can't use one size of one database to make inference
regarding the combined number I have given you.
~

Q I am speaking in the simplest of
22 terms. Mr. Watley's sample, his profile, if we assume
23 that it was accurate, there were no laboratory
24 mistakes or no---problemswith cross-contamination?

»::

i
", .

25
26

27

A Yes, I can make that assumption.
Or whatever it is that could have wentQ

wrong with it, was compared to a number of 251 African
28 Americans?
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the crime scene, you're talking about Apartment 3714;

is that right?
MR. LEVIN: Yes, both the inside-and the

outside.
THE COURT: I guess there is a question

pending, is there not?
MR. BOZICH:
THE COURT:

Yes.
And the objection to that

question is overruled:
So you may answer the question.

THE WITNESS: I don't know that.
THE COURT: Would you like it read back? Do

you have the question in mind?
THE WITNESS: . Yes.
THE COURT: And can you answer .it?
THE WITNESS:

is the only one~
Yes. I don't know that that

MR. LEVIN: I just need a moment, your
Honor.

THE COURT:
BY MR. LEVIN:

Sure.

Q. All right. Showing you what's been
marked as People's 19. Directing your attention to

the top of the stairwell, on the banister there's a
red marking-that appears to be blood ...I believe t.hat.,

there was actually a picture of -- I can't find it
right now -- with you standing next to it with
evidence marker M.

59B4
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A

Do you recall that? The blood was
2 slightly higher than the area you indicated with your
3 pen.
4

5 perhaps I'll find it in a moment -- w~ere you were
Do you recall the picture -- and

6 s~anding on the stairwell with the evidence marker M?

7 A Yes.
Now, do you recall in this case the

10

9testi~ony with resp~ct to the t~sting of:that~tain,
there w~s RFLP testing conducted on

11

l2
13

8 Q

Do you recall that?
Yes.

l4 of blo6d that were collected in this case from inside
And with respect to all the other items

'!"-

that it was
that stain?

A

Q

l5 Apartment 3714 and outside 37l4, did you direct any
l6 of that evidence to be tested for RFLP by Cellmark?
l7
18

19
20

A

Q

A

No.
Or at the other laboratories?
Specifically for RFLP, no.
NOW, did you see ~hat stain or were you

22
2l present when that stain M was collected?

Yes.
23

'\ A

24 in this case that the entire sample item M was

You were also aware from the testimonyQ

26

2 5-'-, c'0 n surnedin the test?
I believe so.

27 Q So would I be correct in stating that
28 from both inside 3714 and outside the crime scene,

5985
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'7 interested in seeing those.

1

2

3

4

5

6

8

9

And I found the passages that I think
the Court was might be interested in or at least
was referring to as to the test'imonies of
Dr. Chakraborty at the two different - - one at the
402 hearing and then one at the trial.

THE-COURT: Okay. Yeah, I would be

MR. McNULTY: With respect to the triall ,
it/s on page 5778 of the transcript. And 'I believe

lO it's Mr. Lev~n/s cross-examination, starting at
11

12
line 15.

The question is: "what was the
13 database that you were working from?"
14 The answer: "This number came from
15 three different databases."
16 Question: "What databases were they,
17 if you could name them simply for me?"
18 "WeIll for the RFLP part ofAnswer:
19 the 11, of the 11-locus profile, the database is from
20
21

San Bernardino crime laboratory. D1S80 came from------------------~-..- --- ._._--'--
peer review publications relating·t9 Caucasians. The

'.__ ._--
22 DQ-Alpha and polymarker database came from a
23
24

25
26

----------------------_._._--
validati6n study done by scientists at FBI."

/ ,And then on page 5779 Mr. Levin goes on

to talk about actual databases, and Dr. Chakraborty

/I don't know.what by actual hes-ays: you. mean
-. _ •....------

27 used actual databases.
28 And line 13, question: "So what you

6205
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1 ar~ teliing us is that your 1 in 84 trillion
2 prediction comes from the examination of 251
3 African-Americans?"

Answer: "No, that would be wrong
5 interpretation because I said that for a three
6 components of that 11-locui profile three different
7 databases. You can't,use one size of one database to
8 make inference regarding the combined number I have

10 So he used three different databases,
9 given you."

11 and h~ outlined those as such.
12 I believe on the transcript dated
13 Wednesday, December 17th, 1997, probably from

15
14 pages 5489

I'm sorry. I didn't get theTHE COURT:

17
16 page.

MR. McNULTY: 5489 to about 5494 is the
18
19 it'~ kind of interspersed throughout that day'S

testimony ab0ut his research, et cetera. And then

21
20 testimony.

22 that Dr. Chakraborty did testify to the fact that he
THE COURT: Well, that- information tells us

23 used different database~ in making his calculations,
/24 but there isn't any discussion that rim aware of that

25 says that that's a scientifically accepted and sound
,26"

27
28

-procedure to do that._
MR. McNULTY: Not in those exact words,

which is what when we came in and we were talking

JEANNrcB ANNE MIDDAUGH, RDR, CRR
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1 abbut t4e 11-loci result, that's what Dr. Risch's
2 testimony was about, was the product rule under this

circumstance. I mean, that is what the number
generated from -- was from the II-loci.4 I mean, that

5 was clear from previous testimony, from the
information provided through discovery. That is what

"-
6

7 the People have relied upon since 1995.
8 And so when Dr. Risch came in and
9 testified about that, I didn't ask specifi~ally those

10 questions because, I made an assumption that we were

12
11 all on the same page talking about 11 loci.----------~-,~--------;...

And so when Dr. Risch testified, yes,
13 here's -- the product rule is ac~eptablet
14 Hardy-Weinberg, linkage; when Dr. Chakraborty
15 testified -- I didn't ask them specifically the

17

16 question you're asking, because I assumed we were all
on that same page. And when I provided documentation

18 to this Court in my motionr yourll note it discusses
19 the RFLP/VNTR issue as to the product rule and
20 linkage equilibrium and Hardy-Weinberg, because
21 that's where the focus has been.

23 MR. McNULTY: To say that this is not
/

24 ~ccepted in the scientific community when it has
25 been -- because there's been no dispute about the use
26 of it--- t.here.isn't anything published about it
27 because it is accepted and it's not been considered
28 in the same context that we are considering it.

22 THE COURT: Right.
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THE COURT: I am looking at my notes on

2 Mr. Gregonis but I don't see it, although that chart
3 -- of course it looks familiar. Ilve seen Lt ;

MR. BOZICH: Mr. Behnke and I both have it

5 - checked up. He's attempting to look at the transcript

6 right now.

7 THE coURT: Let's come back to that, 246.
8 MR. BOZICH: Okay. Moving on for the moment,
9 your-Honor, 247 through 251 we would not offer.

-10 --- 252 and 253 we wbuld offer.
11 THE COURT: All right. 252 and 253 will be
12 received.

13 (People's Exhibits 252 and-253 were received

14 in evidence.)
15 MR. BOZICH: 254 through 259 we would not
16 offer.
17 THE COURT: Those be excluded.
18 MR. BOZICH: 260 through 262 we would offer.
19 THE COURT: All right. I do have 261 and 262.

20 I don't have 260. ::;.

21 MR. BOZICH: My recollection is those are the

22 negatives I showed to Mr. Spreyne that helped him

23 remember the date he took tne aerial photographs
24 from.

25 THE COURT: All right.
26

,
MR. BOZICH: He would have been one of the

\

27 very first witnesses.
28 THE COURT: I do recall that having occurred

nUl?loJn1l.. T<rIHT.RR_ CSR NO. 7501
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THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen, because
2 some of the e~idence was presented to you~rithe case
3 from a different district attorney than Mr.:B6~ich,

4 that district att~rney will now argue that portion of
5 the case to you. As you. know, obviously, that was
6 Mr. McNulty.
7 MR. McNULTY: Your Honor, I'm goin~ to need
8 just a few minutes to take some of the stuff

10 up.
9 Mr. Bozich has down, about five minutes, just to set

11 Would it be appropriate with the Court

13

12 if we took about a five-minute stretch break?
THE COURT:

14

That's fine. We'll take a
five-minute-or-so break, ladies and gentlemen. Once

16
15 again, remember the admonitions.

(Recess held.)
17

18

19

All right. Mr. McNulty.THE COURT:
MR. McNULTY: Thank you, your Honor.

20 piece of blood on the handrail outside the apartment
The blood profile from item M, that

21 where the three victims were found, matches the blood

23
22 profile of the defendant, Orlando Watley.

in
24 this particular case, blood -- is that it is what it

The good thing about evidence

25 i-8." Wehe-ard Mr. Bozich talk about, when talking-
26 about witnesses -- and he talked a little bit about

»::
J 28

27 that instruction, about the credibility of witnesses,
bias, motives, opportunity to remember, the manner in
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1 which they relate the information back -- blood
evidence doesn't have that same concern. And that's

3 why I say: It is what it is.
4 Once it's analyzed and two labs have
5 analyzed the blood in this case and it matches, those
6 results confirm ope another and you now know that~
7 Mr. Watley, the defendant -- Watley's blood -is, in

fact, at that crime scene. The numbers, the.~8

9 statistics, 1 in 84 trillion African-Ameri~~ns

11

10 unrelated African-Americans -- that number is what it
Itis. It too has no motive, no interest, no bias.

13

12 is predicated upon the experts who te~tified.
Now, that's not to say because you have

16 lOa-percent, perfect match because you heard that we

14
15

that number 1 in 84 trillion unrelated
African-Americans to say that that is an exact,

18

17 cannot yet completely sequence the entire human DNA.
But what that does tell you, ladies and

19 gentlemen, is the rarity -- how rare that profile is,
20 that we expect that the scientific community experts
21 to find that exact same profile, Defendant Watley's
22 profile, the profile at the crime scene on that

24
23 handrail, in another African-American who is not

related to Mr. Watley. That's why I say the numbers

26

25 are what they are.
Now, in order to get to the first part,

27 to talk about the blood is what it is, I want to go
28 over with you briefly the procedure that is used in

JEANNICE ANNE MIDDAUGH, RDR, CRR
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others. 'That-1-sthe benefit" -the power, .o f DNA
evidence.

But that wasn't enough._ The People of
the State of California went further, and they tested
with the particular sample of a handrail right
outside the apartment four different locations. And
they tested those by using more discriminating tests
of RFLP.

And ho~ does RFLP woik? -Well, it's
along the same principles to the extent of the
extraction process. If you'll recall, Mr. Gregonis
said the extraction process- is a standardized
chemical extraction. It's the same extraction
whether it's PCR or it's RFLP. There's no
difference. And it's standardized in that there is a
method to get the DNA out of the nucleus, and that's
the method that is used. Once they have extracted
it, they check it for its quality and for its
quantity to make sure that it's a usable sample.

And then they introduce to it what we
call a restriction enzyme. A better analogy, I
think, is molecular scissors. It takes a look at the
sequence along the horizontal of the individual. And
in ~his case wherever it sees a G and a G next to a
C and a C, it cuts it right in the middle. So you've
got GG on this side andCC on this side, regardless
of whatever else is atta~hed to that long chain.
Anywhere there's a GG, CC, those four, whoosh, it

666B
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And so what that's like ~s like along
the interstate highway, wherever we see a McDonald's
on the off-ramp b~tween here and San Francisco, we'll
take that segment of highway as a segment, and
anywhere that we see Carl's, Jr., we I 11 take t.hat: as
a different segment. One Carl's, Jr., to t~~ next
Carl's, Jr., is this long. It's this far between the
McDonald's and it's this far between the
Burger Kings. That's all it is, basically.

And once they've cut them by size, they
put them into a gel. They do the electrophoresis.
So they know where the big ones go. They know where
the little ones go. The little ones go further. The
big ones stay behind. So after you've run it through
the electric field, you can't see it.

I think Mr. Gregonis -- I know
Mr. Gregonis said they put an indicator dye in there
so they can at least see that the stuff has moved,
that the electric current has forced the items
through. Then they take it and say: Now we need to
look at it. They again affix- it to a nylon membrane
using the southern-blotting technique, which then
puts those DNA fragments in place. It affixes them
there. And then they need to develop that just like
film. ~hey introduce radioactive probes that
recognize a certain sequence. Those probes go
there. They attach themselves -- excuse me

6669
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1 process, about the resul s, about the final

2 conclusion. II That says lot.

3 The defen~e's witness couldn't teli you
4 anything about that.- In fact his statement was, "I

5 assume a match."

Then, lastly, in this area about the.
7 expertise, Dr. Chakraborty told you no, lab error -

8 rates have no place in a statistical calculation f~r
9 two reasons. One, how do we define error? We heard

10 about errors in transcription, but is there really an

11 error in the science or is that an error in someone we

12 can catch at some point which we did. Whether the

13 Kocak case, that counsel may likely argue, or Donna
14 Dowden error in the proficiency test, we can at least

15 check that and make sure we find those errors. So to
16 compute a frequency of lab error rate really is

17 inappropriate because how do we define error, and,

18 second, does it really matter?
19 The question for you, ladies.and

20 gentlemen, is, is there error in this case? That's
21 really the issue. Is there a problem in the

22 methodology to get these fr~quencies, these profiles?

23 If the blood was analyzed correctly, if the product

24 rule is acceptable, there's no error. Who cares about

25 the error rate?

26 When you compare Dr. Chakraborty and

27 Dr. Mueller, I mean no disrespect to Dr. Mueller in

28 any shape or form -- it's like you need a heart

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501
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Dr. Chakraborty testified as humans we share much of
the same DNA. That's what makes you human. That's·

why we are human species, human. That's why we have

arms and legs and we have, you know, our eyes are a

certain way, our ears are a certain. way. You walk ..

upright because our DNA is a certain way. And it'$_

the same for all of us.
.;..

But forensically speaking we look at
those areas with the most polYmorphisms, the greatest

variation, so when we talk about the surai and Mayan

matching across six loci, only two are forensic. The

other four were not. That's not surprising to us that

four match because we'r~ human. Forensic loci,
eleven match him.

I suspect you will hear about lab error
rate, which we talked about for just a little bit, but

it was categorized as really human error. As I said

earlier, look to see if there is any error in this

case. Was there any evidence that Lisa Grossweiler
has ever failed a proficiency test? Was there any

evidence Dan Gregonis ever failed a proficiency test
or for that matter made a mistake? No. Is there any

evidence in this case that happened?

The only documented cases that we have

really of error rates don't have anything to do with

the science. The molecular biology or the molecular

genetics of every error we ever documented has been a

transcription error by a person writing it down. And

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501
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are we hiding that? Is the prosecution or the P~ople

or the science hiding that? No. They do that because

they want to try to achieve perfection. So lab error
rate again is a nonissue.

And is there any type of transcription

problem or error in this case? Well, Dr. Chakrabor~y

said he read the dot blots himself, read the autorads

:q.imself,read the DIS80 gels himself,an~his

conclusions were the same as the criminalist, as the

other scientist, which then I suggest to you means you

need to go back and see, or suggest to you actually,

that the science was done correctly. Because

San Bernardino's DQ-Alpha matches Cellmark's DQ-Alphai

San Bernardino's polYmarkers matches Cellmark
polymarkers. So the only question you have is was

there an error made in the collection process? And I

believe Mr. Bozich will probably talk about that.

But what the state of the evidence is,

I don't believe that's the case. The evidence doesn't
suggest that to you. And then you think about the

criminalist reviewing their notes at least on three

previous occasions. If there was a problem between

the peer review that occurs, the r'eview in court and

24- "," the~,cioss-examination, we ,would have heard about it.

25

('- 26
::.

27

28

I suspect you will also hear, well,

the fact that we get a result does not mean we got the

right result. To that we would respond, well, it does

mean you did the chemistry correctly, that is, the
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1 bench work correctly. In fact, I--thinkit was
2 Mrs. Grossweiler who put it succinctly in that these
3 kits are idiot-proof. I mean they come with -- they
4 tell you how much of this to put in there; they spell
5 out how much of this to take out. They give the
6 primers and the buffers to mix. I mean essentially
7 it's almost like baking a cake although you are using

~8 scientific instrumentation but it is not a difficult
9 process.

10 So if we know we've done the bench work
11 correctly; check for transcription error, there isn't
12 ~ and check the collection process; mismarking;
13 Well, we don't have mismarking. We
14 don't have tampering. The collection is okay with the

tampering, no.

15 exception of one area; that is, we used a hose, a
16 garden hose attached to a faucet. And we don't know
17 what, I think the questioning was, what substance came
18 out of that hose or what biological matter came out of
19 that particular-hose because the sheriff's department,
20 the prosecution didn't save the sample. It's water.
21 It's garden water that the expert told you,
22 Dan Gregonis told you, maybe there's some bacterial
23 DNA, maybe there's some flora, plant DNA, but we're
24 specific for human DNA. IAnd that based upon my
25 training and my experience, which includes_two papers
26 that he published, same number as Dr. Mueller, I
27 suppose it's not going to affect the outcome. Not to
28 mention Dan Gregonis also ran controls on his RFLP for
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-2 item M and item B.
- .

2 with each of those tests -- I digress
3 for a moment -- there were internal controls.
4 Remember the positives and the negatives -- and you
5 will see them on the dot blot photo~ -- make sure the
6 process ran correctly, so in terms of thQ cO.llection
7 of the evidence, the marking of the evidence,.~

.;..

8 tampering of the evidence.
9 The -- Investigator Bowser

20 hand-delivered the evidence collected off the truck to
22 Cellmark. It doesn't get much less tamper-proof than
12 that unless you think he tampered with evidence.
23 Well, I suspect you will hear, well,
24 you know, given all that, there's still no
25 standardized protocol. Well, what about the questions
26 I asked about the American society of Crime Lab
27 Directors. What about TWGDAM and the accreditation
28 process. What about the kits, the standard kids in
29 the industry. What about the testimony of the, each
20 of the witnesses who perform the test that talked
22 about the same procedures that they followed. What
22 about Dr. Chakraborty who says it was acceptable
23 protocol. What about the California Association of
24 Crime Lab Directors we talked about. And then damned
25 if you do and damned if you don't situation. If it is
26 all standardized, let's assume all across the world,
27 same governmental standards.
2S The defense argues but mine is a unique

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501
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that's not true. We know four articles came out
criticizing the NRC-II but did they criticiz-e-the -.

product rule? No. Those four articles talked aoout
lab error rate and how lab error rate might be used or

considered. But that had nothing to do with the
product rule at all.

In fact, who are the people criticizing
it? One was a population geneticist. Okay. But .not;

talking about product rule where we talk about
Hardy-Weinberg and linkage equilibrium which is where

the population genetics is at. He criticized it on

another aspect. One was a business professor. One

was a doctor at U.C. Irvine where Dr. Mueller works
and happens to be a lawyer. Gee, I wonder why he is

criticizing? And the last one was a statistician who
is merely dealing with statistics. And what journal

is it in? It's in the journal of Jurimetrics which is
not a scientific journal. It is a journal that deals

with statistics as it applies to courtrooms. So we're

not dealing with a scientific setting now.
The bottom line to all of this is, is

that a product rule is the state of the art. The

product rule is acceptable. The product rule has been
presented to you and the product rule tells you,

ladies and gentlemen, that across those eleven

forensic loci this defendant's blood matches the blood

at M. And that the frequency that we expect to find

that same profile in another African American not

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501
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1

2 population is about six billion. What does that tell
related to him is one in 84 trillion. Our world

3 you? It's unique. It's his blood. And when you·
4 apply those statistics to everything that Mr.-Bozich
5 told you about the witnesses saying he cut his hand,
6 about bandaging, Mr. Burris's blood being found
7 outside, and the fact that he was cut, it dovetails in
8 beautifully.
9 And now, last but not least, I want to

10 talk just a minute about if for some reason, some
11 unexplained reason you ignore the product rule and you
12 make some type of determination that you want to be
13 conservative. Because there was testimony about this
14

15 idea wheriI started it.
16

particular aspect, and I thought this chart was a good

The modified ceiling principle. The
17 most conservative, the most utilized from 1992, if you
18 will, to 1996. Based upon the NRC-I documentation
19 using Dr. Mueller's computation across the same eleven
20 loci, one in 580 million. And I suggest that that's
21 actually conservative because as we had argued --
22 argued is not the right word ~- as we flushed out in
23 our cross-examination, it does not take into

.-24·I consideration what -w~ know at the genetic-level-.--·Just·
25 using this conservative approach that the counsel
26 agreed upon so we could use it in court, one in
27

28
580 million. It's his blood. It's his blood.

Well, we can't use all eleven loci,

BRENDA KOHLER, CSR NO. 7501
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1 PROCEEDINGS OF MONDAY. JUNE 5. 1995
2 (Judge Ronald Taylor presided over the selection of a 19-member
3 special criminal grand jury. Those proceedings were not
<I transcribed at this time. The following proceedings took place -:-
5 at 10:45.)

6 * * * * * * *
7 MR. STAFFORD: Mr.-Foreman, I will waive an informal
8 statement if the foreman can swear in the court reporter and
9 take roll of the grand jury?

10 GRAND JURy FOREMAN DRUM: Okay. The grand ju:ryshall now
11 come to order.
12 (Katherine G. Smith, certified shorthand court reporter,
13 was sworn to take and transcribe and not divulge the contents of
14 these proceedings.)
15 GRAND JURy FOREMAN DRUM: will the secretary now please
16 call the roll?
17 GRAND JURy SECRETARY PITZER: Daniel Boring?
18 GRAND JUROR BORING: Here.
19 GRAND JURY SECRETARY PITZER: Donald Moore?
20 GRAND JUROR MOORE: Yes, ma'am.
21 GRAND JURY SECRETARY PITZER: Elspeth Thornton?
22 GRAND JUROR THORNTON: Here.
23 GRAND JURy SECRETARY PITZER: Mary Rodriguez?
24 GRAND JUROR RODRIGUEZ: Here.
25 GRAND JURY SECRETARY PITZER: Stacy Frazee?
26 GRAND JUROR-FRAZEE: Here.
27 GRAND JURY SECRETARY PITZER; Boracio Trujillo?
28 GRAND ;JURORTRUJILLO: Yes.

1
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1 GRAND JURy SECRETARY PITZER: Neil Weintraub?
2 GRAND JUROR WEINTRAUB: Bere.
3 GRAND JURY SECRETARY PITZER: Gerald "Drum?
4 GRAND JURY FOREMAN DRUM: Bere.
S GRAND JURy SECRETARY PITZER: Irene Castor?
6 GRAND JUROR CASTOR: Bere.
7 GRAND JURY SECRETARY PITZER: William Risko?
8 GRAND JUROR RISKO: Here.
9 GRAND JURY SECRETARY PITZER: Theresa Bunter?

10 GRAND JUROR HUNTER: Here.
11 GRAND JURY SECRETARY PITZER: Amanda Knox?
12 GRAND JUROR KNOX: Here.
13 GRAND JURY SECRETARY PITZER: Kimberly Vorck?
14 GRAND JUROR VORCK: Bere.
15 GRAND JURy SECRETARY PITZER: Janet Ramirez?
16 GRAND JUROR RAMIREZ: Bere.
17 GRAND JURY SECRETARY PITZER: Linda Guthery?
18 GRAND JUROR GUTHERY: Here.
19 GRAND JURY SECRETARY PITZER: David Weiss?
20 GRAND JUROR WEISS: Here.
21 GRAND JURY SECRETARY"PITZER: James Campbell?
22 GRAND JUROR CAMPBELL: Here.
23 GRAND JURY SECRETARY PITZER: Deborah Gelsemino?
24 GRAND JUROR GELSOMINO: Gelsomino, here.
25 GRAND JURY FOREMAN DRUM: I am missing the document
26 that Deana told me she would have this filled out fer me, but

27 I don't have it.
28 MR. STAFFORD: I can do that: I can make a statement of

2
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1 Now, the technologies that I used here actually when we
2 are replicating it, put a piece of DNA in there, that helps us
3 detect it so that it ends up being the end result, visually, is
4 a bunch of colored dots that will tell us which genetic type it .
5 actually is.

Q. The control sample that you had from Mr. Watley in'
7 ~he three specLmens T-8, T-ll and H, what did you do first with
8 them?
9 Okay. As far as my on T-8 and T-ll, as well asA.

10 H, I extracted those on the 25th of January, 1994,.made an
11 evaluation as to their actual type, and then what I proceeded to
12 do both RFLP as well as one of the peR technologies.
13 Q. What was your findings when you did the typing on
14 Bogue's three specimens and Hr. Watley control sample?
15 A. The findings overall for both the RFLP as well as
16 the peR technique that I used were that the Item T-8, T-l1 and
17 H, first of all, showed there's human DNA present and it is a
18 bloodstain and that the DNA profile for Item T-B, T-l1 and H..
19 matches the DNA profile that I determined for the standard blood
20 sample from Watley •.... .

21 Q. And, based on your findings and results, using both
22 peR and RFLP, are you able to state an opinion as to how
23 prevalent that particular finding is in the normal population?
24
25

A. Yes, I can. Using population statistics as well as
well, the, what's called a TWGDAM consensus, asconsensus

26 well as published consensus on calCUlating the population

27 percentages or frequencies in a Caucasian population for all
28 three of these profiles, the handrail, the T-8 from the truck
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and also T-11 from the ~ruck, occur in one in 79 million
Caucasians, approximately one in 490 million Hispanics,
approximately one in 25 million blacks. And then a very
conservative number, which is to .account for any statistical
error that there may.be in sampling, is that it is one in 1.2
million individuals.

MR. STAFFORD: People have nothing further.
GRAND JURy FOREMAN DRUM: Does the jury have any

questions?
MR. STAFFORD: I have nothing further.
GRAND JURy FOREMAN DRUM: All right. You are ordered not

to discuss or disclose the questions asked of you and your
answers or any information learned from this grand jury. And we
appreciate your testimony this morning. Thank you very much.

THE WITNESS: Thank you.
MR. STAFFORD: That concludes the witnesses for the

179

17 morning session. I would ask that we return at 1:30. We have
18 probably four witnesses. They will go very quickly, and I
19 suspect we will probablyfinish within an hour, hour and a half,
20 after we start.
21 GRAND JUROR HUNTER: And that is it for today?
22 MR. STAFFORD: That will be it for today, and you will
23 probably have time to deliberate today.
24 GRAND JUROR HUNTER: Wonderful.
25 GRAND JURY FOREMAN DRUM: Until 1:30, then?
26 MR. STAFFORD: Yes.
27 (Noon recess)
28 MR. STAFFORD: We are ready, if we can start.
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-PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
CASE NO: ICR22535

-vs-
DEFENDANT: ORLANDO OONTECE WATLEY

MINOTE ORDER
********************************************************************DEPT:3N BEARING DATE: 01/08/98
PROCEEDINGS: Jury Trial
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CHARGES: 1) 187 PC-FA! _2) 18-7 I'C-F A, 3) -187 PC-F A

Honorable THOMAS N. DOUGLASS Presiding.
Clerk: M. Ramirez.
Court Reporter: B.Kohler/J. Middaugh
People Represented By D. BOZICH/J. BEHNKE/O. McNulty, DDA.
Defendant Represented By B. LEVIN.
Sgt. J. Yates present.
Defendant Present.
38th DAY OF TRIAL
At 9:10, the following proceedings were held:
Out of the Presenee 9£ the Jury, the following proceedings were
held:
Court and Counsel Confer regarding: exhibits to be admitted.
(TRJI)
People's Exhibit(s) 11 and 12 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit(s) IS thru 120 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit(s) 123 thru 126 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit(s) 139 thru 142 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit(s)-i44 and i45 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit(s) 147 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit(s) 149 thru i57 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit(s) 159 is/are Admitted in evidenee.
People's Exhibit(s) 162 thru 167 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit{s) 170 and 171 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit(s) 192 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit(s) nOD and n01 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhihit(s) 1109 and i110 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit(s) 1144 thru t153 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit(s) '155 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit(s) t157 thru '166 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit(s) f168 thru '173 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit(s) f193 and 1194 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit(s) 1196 thru f~07 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit(s) 1212 thru '215 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit(s) 1220 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit{s) 1223 thru 1234 is/are Admitted in evidence.
Motion By Defense Regarding mistrial is called for hearing_
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Peoplets Exhihit(s) 1238 tbru 1240 is/are Admitted in evidehce.
People's Exhibites) '243 isfara Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit(s) 1246 is/are Admitted in evidence.
Motion By Defense Regarding mistrial is called for hearing.
Motion DEnied.
Peop1ets Exhihit(s) i252 and 1253 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhihit(s) 1260 tbru 1262 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhihit(s) 1269 thru 1272 is/are.~dmitted in evidence.
People's Exhihit(s) 1277 thru '280 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit(s) 1295 thru 1296 is/are Admitted in evidence •.
People's Exhihit(s) 1308 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhibit(s) i310 is/are Admitted in evidence.
Identification/Exhihit numbers 313 through 399
were not used.
People's Exhihit(s) 1400 thru 1402 is/are Admitted in evidence.
People's Exhihit(s) 1404 thru 1415 is/are Admitted in evidence.
Defendant's Exhihit(s) B thru P is/are Admitted in evidence.
Counsel Stipulate: foundation may be 1ayed for exhibits Q thru T.
Motion By Defense Regarding mistrial is called for hearing.
Motion DEnied.
Defense withdraws exhibits Q thru T.
AT i1:54 THE ABOVE PROcEEDINGS CONCLUDED
At 13:43, the following proceedings were held:
Out of the Presence Of the Jury, the following proceedings were
held:
Court and Counsel Confer regarding: exhibits to be admitted.
(TRJI)
Defendant's Exhihit(s)U is/are Admitted in evidence.
Defendant's Exhibit(s) W thru Y is/are Admitted in evidence.
From 2:08 PM to 4:10 PM the Court and Counsel
review the Jury Instructions on the record.
Motion By Defense Regarding Caljic instructions is called for
hearing.
The Court will rule on Caljic instruction request
on 1-9-98.
Court and Counsel Confer regardin'g: how to proceed with closing
arguments. (TRJI )
AT 16: 30 THE ABOVE PROCEEDINGS CONCLUDED
Trial (IN PROGRESS) Adjourned to 01/12/98 at 8:30 in Dept. 3N.
Bail To Remain as fixed.
Remains Remanded To custody of Riverside Sheriff.

**HEARING CONCLUDED**
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